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Abstract

To increase human safety, reduce manpower costs, and increase human effectiveness; the Air Force is moving toward more autonomous systems, such as unmanned aerial vehicles. As more and better autonomy is added to these platforms, situations exist that still require human intervention. Adaptive automation is a research field that addresses the complex interactions within human-machine systems by enabling the overall system to adjust to changing environments by changing how the machine operates and/or interacts with the human on the fly. Within the adaptive automation research field, several theoretical aspects of adaptive automation systems have been described. This research contributes processes and insights for practitioners to move from a theoretical adaptive automation goal to a real-world system, answering the question, “How do we create a real-world adaptive automation system around a specific adaptive automation goal?” Answering this question produces three primary contributions: the Function to Task Design Process Model for designing adaptive automation in a human-machine system, a real-time player modeling framework for imitating a specific person’s task performance, and the Adaptive Automation System Design Life Cycle for moving designed adaptive automation systems to implementation. We demonstrate these contributions through a real-world adaptive automation implementation.
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I. Introduction

According to Parasuraman et al. [4], automation is having “a computer carry out certain functions that the human operator would normally perform”. Whether a task is automated or not is determined by which entity is performing a given task. There are many types of tasks. Consequently, automation can take several forms, as the type of automation is determined primarily by the type of task automated, which fall into four primary categories: sensors (acquiring information); computers (processing information); actuators (acting on the environment); and communicators (transferring processed data with humans) [5]. Since it can take many forms, automation will heretofore be defined as the performance of a human task by a non-living system.

In many cases the way an automation interacts with a human is set. However, there exist purposes for which adapting the automation can be useful. According to Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, the definition of adapt is “to make fit (as for a new use) often by modification” [6]. In this regard, adaptation can be useful in helping to not only move between the different types of automation, but also between different levels and stages of automation. The idea of developing systems that adapt automations on the fly was first proposed by Rouse [7] and was later developed further [8]. The terms adaptive automation, adaptive systems, and dynamic systems have all been used interchangeably to refer to these changing systems.

The specifics of what adaptive automation entails is cause for some debate. Much has been written on different types of automation. While some have focused adaptive automation only on systems where the machine adapts to the environment [9], others
have explained that humans can serve as the decision-maker in deciding when to adapt automation [10]. Some have defined adaptive automation as systems with different levels of automation and the ability to trigger changes between those levels [4], while others have focused on looking at the construction of the actual triggers as an adaptive automation [11]. For the purposes of this research the term adaptive automation refers to a human-machine system that dynamically adjusts some portion of the system’s operation to the changing environment in which the overall human-machine system operates.

The motivation in researching adaptive automation stems from the need for automated systems that can account for irregularities within the operation of the natural world, and human beings in particular. Humans can behave unpredictably, and to a lesser extent the computer systems that automate tasks encounter unforeseen circumstances. As such, the effectiveness of automations can vary drastically depending on several variables. If the human operator within a partially automated system is suffering from a lack of sleep, he may not perform the task at the level for which the system was designed. Contrarily, a person who is extremely well-suited to a given automated tasks may become bored with a task that he would be able to perform more effectively and efficiently than the computer automating it. Therefore, the motivation for adaptive automation boils down to one of dealing with the variability of human and envrionment within the context of automated systems.

1.1 Adaptive Automation in Practice

In practice, adaptive automation research has provided tools for operation within many different fields. These areas range from real-world task performance to artificial control tasks designed as test-beds. The following systems were designed for other purposes, but have since been used for AA specific purposes.
• *aCAMS* [12, 13] - The Cabin Air Management System (CAMS) was developed to study the effects of sleep deprivation. It was later modified to support different levels of automation [14]. The Automation-Enhanced Cabin Air Management System (aCAMS) provides a simulated version of a spaceship’s life support system, controlling five sub-systems: O$_2$, CO$_2$, pressure, temperature, and humidity. Since its creation, aCAMS has been used in several adaptive automation-based research studies [15–20].

• *ALOA* [21] - The Adaptive Levels of Autonomy (ALOA) environment was created as a testbed for the evaluation of adaptive automation schemes. The system was specifically designed around the application area of multiple unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and the supervisory control thereof. The system allows for different levels of automation among four operator tasks: weapon release authorization, image analysis, allocation of UAV to mission objectives, and autorouting of UAVs. The system has subsequently been used in a succession of adaptive automation research efforts [22–25].

• *Communication Scheduler* [26] - The Communication Scheduler is a two-part adaptive system to allow for prioritization of communications for reducing cognitive strain on soldiers. This system consists of two parts: a cognitive state assessor and a communication scheduler. The cognitive state assessor allows the system to read in information about the subject, while the communications scheduler then uses this information to determine how to prioritize incoming communications. The research platform has allowed for further research into adaptive automation [9, 27].

• *MAT-B* [28] - The Multi-Attribute Task Battery (MAT-B) was developed as a benchmark set of tasks for the measurement of workload. MAT-B consists of
four tasks, representing the areas of: communications, resource management, monitoring, and tracking. The battery was designed to model tasks that may be performed by an aircraft crew. Although it was not designed specifically for adaptive automation, it has been used in several adaptive automation research efforts [29–32]. The Shared Attribute Task Better (SAT-B) is another testbed that is based on the MAT-B, but allows two human operators to interact on the tasks rather than just one [33].

- **MIX Testbed** [34] - Similar to many of the other testbeds, the Mixed Initiative Experimental (MIX) Testbed is an environment designed to investigate how unmanned systems are used and to capture information on automation of them. The testbed includes an unmanned vehicle simulator, which provides simulations of UAVs and UGVs. The Operator Control Unit (OCU) system provides a graphical user interface for interacting with UGVs. Auditory and visual monitoring tasks are available as well [35,36].

- **MultiTask©** [37,38] - The MultiTask© environment is essentially a radar monitoring task, wherein users are required to eliminate square targets moving to the center of a “radar scope” display. This must be done before the targets collide with each other or reach the center of the display, by selecting the target with a mouse or keyboard. Multitask is meant to roughly simulate a real-world radar or air traffic control monitoring task. Several follow-up studies have used the environment in further adaptive automation research [39–45].

- **Networked Fire Chief** [46] - The Networked Fire Chief is a fire fighting simulation designed to allow research into the psychological constraints involved in decision-making. The operator is presented with fires that pop up throughout an area of land, and he must process contributing factors and allocate resources
to put out the fires. This system has not yet been used in direct adaptive automation implementations, but has been discussed as a potential avenue for future adaptive automation research [47, 48].

- **N-DART** [49] - The Naval Dynamic Allocation Research Testbed (N-DART) was developed by Navy researchers to help overcome some of the problems that the MAT-B presents to Naval research. The system helps to automate the resource allocation stage of Naval Command and Control tasks. The overall goal of the system is to counter all incoming threats to a set of naval subjects controlled by the operator. The task is divided into two sub-tasks: a resource allocation task and a communications task [50, 51].

- **RESCHU** [52–56] - The Research Environment for Supervisory Control of Heterogeneous Unmanned Vehicles (RESCHU) Simulator is a test-bed wherein a single human operator is allowed to control a team of unmanned vehicles (UVs). These UVs consist of both unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs). The UVs work together to perform a surveillance task, locating objects of interest. The simulation environment consists mainly of three sections: a map window, a payload window, and a status window. One of the main purposes of RESCHU is to force the operator to execute more than one task at the same time.

- **Robotic NCO** [57] - The Robotic Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) Program was developed to test the feasibility of adaptive automation in an environment where a single operator controls multiple robotic systems. The environment includes three main tasks: route-planning with unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), target identification using UAV sensors, and multi-level communications. Further research efforts have made the capabilities of the environment
more robust [58,59] and investigated adaptive automation further [60,61].

- **SCARLETT** [62,63] - The Supervisory Control and Response to Leaks: TARA at Tsukuba (SCARLETT) microworld was created as a central heating system control task. Two tasks are included in SCARLETT: controlling the temperature in an apartment complex central heating system and managing faults that arise within the central heating system. The types of faults that can occur include leaks, breaks, and accidents. Experiments used with SCARLETT have adaptively automated along the line of choice and/or performance of a given task within the system.

- **SIL** [64] - The Simulation Integration Laboratory (SIL) is an environment developed to allow for simulation of single operators controlling multiple UAVs and/or UGVs in scenarios. The SIL is composed of three main entities: a military entities simulator, a 3-D virtual world simulator, and a tactical control unit (TCU). The testbed allows for a few different monitoring tasks as well as a classification task [65].

- **Simulated UCAV Task** [66] - The simulated Uninhabited Combat Air Vehicle (UCAV) task requires the operator to monitor a set of UAVs as they flew on a combat mission. The operator was required to prioritize targets and call for weapons release on targets. Additionally, each vehicle’s condition required monitoring and the operator was required to select appropriate maintenance actions as needed. The UCAV task was designed to test a method for adaptively adjusting an automated aiding level according to cognitive workload levels [67].

- **SKEM** [68,69] - The STEP compliant Knowledge Engine for Manufacturing (SKEM) represents a knowledge base schema for use across different layers of factory production. The system was designed to support the ability to create
adaptive controls for use in a factory production setting. This is done by pro-
viding a bridge between the management of the production processes and the
execution of the production plans by the production environment.

- **Telerobot** [70] - Telerobot is a simulated robot to demonstrate how the 10 lev-
els of automation model could be used in designing automations for telerobots.
The specific task environment simulated was telerobot control within a simu-
lated nuclear materials handling task. The goal of the task is to safely handle
plutonium throughout the assigned task. Further research efforts expanded the
telerobot environment into adaptive automation research [71].

Although there are several systems, there are a few key drawbacks to using them.
Some environments provide tasks that are not very complex, such that a computa-
tional system can perform optimally in the environment and making human interac-
tion pointless. Additionally, sometimes the task environments are extremely difficult
to understand and therefore do not allow for experiment participants to quickly under-
stand and perform within the environment. Lastly, these environments tend to lack
a competitive nature or other inducements that will encourage participation apart
from research perspectives.

1.2 Research Motivation

Adaptive automation is a domain of research specifically relevant to the U.S.
Department of Defense (DoD) and Air Force (USAF). Organizations at both levels
have created a research emphasis on autonomous systems, with a specific focus on
adaptive automation in several domains. As practitioners aim to fulfill these research
goals, several researchers have created AA systems, as outlined above. However, there
is a lack of a codified formal AA system design and implementation methodology.
**Air Force Relevance.**

The Defense Science Board Task Force on the Role of Autonomy in DoD Systems released a report on 19 July 2012 [72], aiming to “assist the DoD in identifying new opportunities to more aggressively use autonomy in military missions, to anticipate vulnerabilities, and to make recommendations for overcoming operational difficulties and systemic barriers to realizing the full potential of autonomous systems.” This report emphasizes the ever-increasing need for autonomous systems specifically within the DoD, but also within the larger world.

The report singles out the responsibility trade space, where a delegation of responsibilities between humans and machines occurs. For example, switching task responsibility in operating unmanned vehicles (UVs) provides a potential manpower savings, but making this switch shifts responsibility or risk for critical decisions to a machine. This is a problem because critical decisions are often very complex and cannot be optimally solved by a machine, especially when life-or-death consequences are involved. Therefore, “smartly” switching between human and machine operators within an environment is a burgeoning research area. The DoD’s Unmanned Systems Roadmap [73] points out that operation of multiple UAVs by a single human would enable reallocation of current human practitioners.

Switching operational control occurs within multi-aircraft control (MAC). Within MAC, a single operator controls multiple UAVs requiring the use of human-machine interfaces that can switch between tasks. To achieve MAC, the handling of a task must be automated to an extent where the human-assigned tasks can be performed by a single human across multiple missions [74]. Even within this one area, there are multiple sub-tasks where task switching must be addressed.

The Office of the US Air Force Chief Scientist [75] also pointed out the need for automation research, specifically emphasizing that over the next twenty years there
must be a movement away from human-controlled task environments to autonomous systems. In reference to AA systems that deal with switching between human and machine throughout operation, the report states that “the Air Force, as one the greatest potential beneficiaries of such systems, must be a leader in developing the underlying science and technology principles.” The need for adaptive automation spans a host of domains including cyberspace infrastructure, distributed networks, training environments, aircraft operation, surveillance, trust systems, navigation, space communications, and spectrum warfare.

A common test-bed to investigate AA research priorities provides a motivation for investigating AA system development methodologies. The *Space Navigator* test-bed was created to fulfill this purpose, serving as the test-bed for the automation and human-machine systems designed for this research. *Space Navigator* provides a research environment that involves a complex dynamically changing environment, while allowing for users to understand and grasp the actions of the environment quickly. Additionally, creating a game-based test environment helped to attract experimental participants.

*Space Navigator* is a tablet computer based route creation game, shown in Figure 1. The game operates as follows. Four stationary planets are present on the screen. Each planet is one of four colors: red, green, blue, or yellow. Spaceships appear randomly from the sides of the screen. Each spaceship is red, green, blue, or yellow. The players must direct each spaceship to the destination planet of the same color by drawing trajectory lines on the game screen using their finger. Spaceship then follow these lines at a constant rate. If desired, trajectories may be re-drawn, to avoid a collision and account for dynamic changes (e.g. appearance of ships and bonuses, or movement of NFZs).

For the purposes of the experiments completed during this research, game set-
tings are applied as follows. The score increases by successfully landing a ship at its destination planet (+100 points) and by picking up small bonuses (+50 points) that randomly appear throughout the play area. The score decrements when spaceships collide, and all spaceships involved in the collision are destroyed (-100 points/space-ship lost). For each second a spaceship traverses one of several “no-fly zones” (NFZs) which, every fifteen seconds, move randomly throughout the play area; the score decrements (-10 points/second). Each game ends after five minutes.

![Figure 1. Screen capture from a game of Space Navigator, pointing out spaceships, planets, trajectories, bonuses and no-fly zones.](image)

**System Design and Implementation.**

Many of the formal AA frameworks [4, 76] and taxonomies [3] provide insight for the developer into how to more effectively create an adaptive automation system, but they address the design and implementation aspects of the process somewhat indirectly. Although there are informal references to system design throughout the literature, many of these only provide insights into a specific aspect of the design. It has been suggested that specific adaptive automation design guidelines could provide a specific place for further research, as there is a dearth of formal literature addressing
the subject [41].

One methodology proposed by Parasuraman [77] includes a six step process designed around the types and levels of automation. The six steps include: Identify types of automation; identify level of automation; apply primary criteria (mental workload, situational awareness, complacency, skill degradation) to each level/type pair identified; set initial specification of types and upper bound of levels of automation; apply secondary evaluative criteria; and final specification of types and levels of automation. Another methodology specifically designed to assist in the early stages of automation interface design, developed by de Visser et al. [78], consists of five steps: collect observational data of a system; conduct task analyses; construct a quantitative model; create preliminary design; and validate design. This lays out a design methodology, but more could be done to formalize these methods. A third AA design methodology deals only with AA triggers to determine when to turn an AA on and off [11]. None of these design methodologies addresses the entirety of an AA system to include not only the human and machine elements of the system, but also how and when they interact.

In addition to a methodology for design of systems there is a further lack of a codified AA system design and implementation life-cycle. Several considerations must be made to ensure successful research. Haarman et al. [79] suggest that realistic implementations for AA are extremely important in complex environments, such as the ones targeted by DoD and USAF research. Several of the AA systems mentioned above are created in different manners, and may not properly address complex environments that they are meant to represent. To allow for the design of AA in increasingly complex environments, a codified system design and implementation concept would help bring the larger AA community together in designing more effective AA systems that can rely on similar practices to report problems and insights
into real-world implementations.

1.3 Research Purpose and Contributions

Automated systems are placed within a human process to achieve some over-arching goal. The resulting human-machine system aims to achieve this overall goal, such as having a pilot (human) and an autopilot system (machine) working together to successfully complete a UAV flying mission. Adding adaptive automation to the human-machine system requires the definition of a specific adaptive automation goal. An adaptive automation goal explains why the human and machine are interacting within the system in an adaptive manner. An AA goal should not define how the human and machine will interact, but rather explain how adding adaptivity will help the system achieve the over-arching system goal. This dissertation aims to show how practitioners can move from a theoretical AA goal to a real-world adaptive automation system, answering the question “How do we design and implement a real-world adaptive automation system around a specific adaptive automation goal?”

The process of answering the research question led to the three fundamental contributions of this dissertation. First, the Function to Task Design Process Model outlined in [1] provides a theoretical framework for pinpointing good locations for AA within a human-machine system. Second, implementing the specific AA goal chosen for this research (performing a sub-task similarly to the user) into an actual automated system led to a novel clustering-based real-time player modeling framework. Third, the process of implementing the automation in an adaptive manner led to the creation of the Adaptive Automation System Design Life Cycle (AASDLC). Each of the three major contributions additionally led to other novel contributions and insights to their respective fields.
The Function-to-Task Design Process Model.

The Function to Task Design Process Model (FTTDPM) for designing systems with built in AA is a seven step process shown in Figure 2 [1]. In addition to the overall design process, the FTTDPM provides three unique contributions to the field of adaptive automation system design. First, we explain the process of function instantiation and introduce the concept of inherent tasks that arise through the instantiation process. Next, we propose a set of three progressively additive visual diagrams enabling better human and machine function instantiation. Finally, we develop five analysis tools for isolating effective AA points within a human-machine system.

A function is an action that an element of a system performs to accomplish the desired goals or to provide the desired capability; it is not allocated to an entity. A task is a function the performance of which has been allocated to a specific performing entity (human or machine)—a task is an instantiated function. Instantiating a function
as either a human or machine task will elicit a single explicit task and some number of inherent tasks. An explicit task is directly indicated by a previously defined function—there is a one-to-one mapping between function and task. Inherent tasks arise as a direct result of function instantiation—as a result of assigning performance of a function to a specific entity, specific functions that were not previously required now arise. An inherent task is one that is not necessarily needed by the function, but becomes necessary for the performing entity once the function is instantiated as a human or machine task. One of the most important inherent tasks involves passing along contextual information from one entity to the other, to ensure a proper decision-making environment. For example, an inherent task when passing pilot control of a UAV from an auto-pilot back to the pilot is that the machine must alert the human that control is about to pass to them.

The FTTDPM uses a set of three visual diagrams coupled with the inherent task concept to identify good locations for adaptive automation within a system. The Function Relationship Diagrams (FRD), Task Relationship Diagrams (TRD), and TRD with automation added (Auto-TRD) form a set of additive diagrams that represent a human-machine system graphically, specifically designed for depiction of systems with AA. The FRD, created in step four of Figure 2, is the basic representation of the system design with all of the functionalities the system will have to perform identified with connecting branches. The FRD is developed into the TRD during steps five and six in the process and accounts for both the explicit and inherent tasks that arise during task instantiation. The resulting diagram shows a system that represents not only the human-machine system’s functions and allocated entities (human or machine), but also represents the inherent tasks associated with switching back and forth between human and machine task instantiation. Step seven of the FTTDPM further develops the TRD into the Auto-TRD by adding adaptive
automation nodes to the design, depicting locations in the design where control can switch freely between human and machine control.

Step seven in Figure 2 relies on five analysis tools used in conjunction with the TRD to help identify locations where the human-machine system would benefit from AA. These five tools include analyzing the number of possible states arising from the selection of a specific AA node location, identifying the number of different entity task handoffs picking a specific location for AA would create, determining where clusters of functionality are located within the TRD, counting the number of branches incident into and out of an AA node based on the location chosen, and comparing the increase in inherent task load from different AA location choices. These five tools, used in conjunction, help identify areas where adding AA would be easier within the confines of the currently designed TRD.

Clustering-Based Real-Time Player Modeling.

Figure 3. A real-time updating individual player modeling paradigm.

To investigate how an AA system is designed and implemented, an AA goal was
chosen. While most AA research efforts [76, 80] have focused on how the manner in which the automated portion of the AA performs its assigned task affects the performance of the human portion of the AA system, the focus we chose investigates how the manner in which an AA automates a task affects the overall human-machine team’s performance. Specifically investigating how the similarity or dissimilarity of an automated aids task performance to that of the current operator affects the overall human-machine teams performance.

The clustering-based real-time player modeling methodology shown in Figure 3 was created to achieve the AA goal within the automated portion of the AA system design. The methodology presents a real-time individual player modeling system that enables an automation to perform response actions in its given environment that are similar to those that an individual player would have performed in a similar situation. The player modeling technique presented involves three major phases that can occur independently of each other or may overlap in a real-time system: (1) create a generic player model, (2) update the individual player model, and (3) generate a response using the player model. In addition to the process itself, the player modeling methodology provides three key contributions to the research area: the player model updates in real-time, it learns player tendency quickly, and it provides practitioners valuable insights into how the player interacts with the environment.

The player modeling system automatically updates in real-time by building individual player models from a generic player model. A generic player model is created through an agglomerative clustering of all state-response pairs by state and by response. Mapping the state clusters to response clusters and assigning each mapping a probability based on past game-play generates a player model. The player model is then made more generic by pruning state and response clusters that are unlikely to show up in most cases. This player model then updates during system operation by
mapping real-world states to the player’s provided responses. These updates shape
the generic model over time to better represent the specific player’s game-play habits.

When applied in the *Space Navigator* environment, the player modeling methodology was able to obtain a statistically significant differentiation between players over five, five-minute games. This result is useful in that the system is able to distinguish between players in a relatively short amount of time. The improvements are gained by utilizing the generic model as a baseline for learning human game-play and then coupling that with a player model update algorithm that weights states differently based on the amount of utility assigned to the individual states. The update increment for each state-response pair is based on three traits of the clusters: cluster population, cluster mapping variance, and previous modeling utility.

The final individual player models provide meaningful insights when compared against the generic player model. We take the amount of change in the player model in comparison to the generic model and use that information to create a player model learning value. Analyzing the learning values for different state clusters in conjunction with the make-up of the attributes in each cluster’s state representation helps the practitioner determine how different game attributes influence player behavior in the environment. Then, the correlation between player model learning values and the state representations with which they align helps the designer understand what sets apart individual players. These insights can then be leveraged to improve game design further.

**An Adaptive Automation System Development Life-Cycle.**

The final major contribution of this research involves moving from an adaptive automation design coupled with an automated system to a real-world adaptive automation system implementation. There have been plenty of adaptive automation
taxonomies [3, 4, 76] and even an adaptive automation design methodology created for this research [81], but AA research lacks a start-to-finish system design life-cycle. Conversely, there exist several systems design life-cycles [82–86], but systems design research has not developed a life-cycle to address the idiosyncrasies of AA specific design and implementation. The Adaptive Automation System Development Life Cycle (AASDLC) is a start-to-finish development life-cycle shown in Figure 4. In conjunction with the major contribution of the life-cycle itself, the AASDLC contributes in three ways to the adaptive automation and system design communities: (1) incorporating the AA-centered design principles of the FTTDPM, (2) creating a new user feedback spectrum, and (3) developing a novel model for AA triggers.
The AASDLC is a six phase development life-cycle, through which the progression is not always linear. The life-cycle consists of two distinct phases, pre- and post-AA, and involves a series of cycles between aligning design with the real-world system and verifying the alignment through user testing. Seeking user feedback on design alignment early in the life-cycle allows the system designer to ensure that the system is accurately represented to ensure the AA added to the system is situated within the system well. Gaining user feedback after the addition of AA ensures that the real-world system aligns with any key elements of the design.

The system design aspects of the AASDLC rely on the principles of the FTTDPM. The TRD forms the basis for alignment between the design and the real-world system before AA is added. Then the five tools for determining where to place AA within the system are used to create an adaptive element within the system that aligns with the AA goal. After AA is added to the system, the Auto-TRD forms the basis for follow-up alignment between the design and system.

The AASDLC presents a unique model for developing user feedback. The user feedback design methodology works along two spectrums of feedback: qualitative vs. quantitative and directed vs. undirected. The feedback gained from user-testing is useful beforehand to ensure that the TRD represents the system and that the design has not overly-influenced by the practitioner’s biases. The feedback devices provide useful information to the post-AA system by allowing the designer to verify that the AA acts in the intended manner and achieves the AA goal, and in turn contributes to the over-arching system goal.

The last contribution of the AASDLC is an innovative way to classify AA triggers that couples Feigh et al.’s [3] AA trigger type taxonomy with a trigger mode. Trigger modes include discrete, continuous, or complex triggers. These modes allow the designer to show the many ways that AA can adapt the system to a dynamic
environment. By modeling triggers in this fashion, insights from other fields can help to design more meaningful and capable adaptations.

1.4 Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is arranged as follows. Chapter II shows the Function-to-Task Design Process Model as published in [1]. Chapter III presents the clustering-based real-time player modeling methodology as discussed in [87]. Chapter IV provides an overview of the Adaptive Automation System Development Life-Cycle as presented in [81]. Chapter V presents a discussion of the overall research findings and suggests possible avenues for future work.
II. Function-to-Task Process Model

This research begins to answer the research question (How do we design and implement a real-world adaptive automation system around a specific adaptive automation goal?) by focusing on the first portion of the question: How do we design adaptive automation systems? To answer this question, designers need a better understanding of how tasks are structured within the environment to which they are adding adaptive automation. Decomposing the functionalities of an environment and allocating those functions to performing entities (human or machine) allows sub-sets of tasks advantageous to adaptive automation to naturally emerge.

This chapter discusses how designers can take advantage of the decomposition and allocation processes to design effective adaptive automations. The Function to Task Design Process Model is the culmination of these efforts and is presented here as a minor adaptation to work published in the *International Journal of Human-Computer Studies*,\(^1\) with information presented in previous chapters of this dissertation removed.

2.1 Introduction and Definitions

Consumer, commercial, and government systems increasingly apply automation, particularly in systems which involve time critical decisions and actions. These systems include manufacturing plant process control [68, 69, 88], aircrew and air traffic control [89], and remotely piloted or controlled vehicles [25, 61, 90]. Automation can improve the performance of systems without increasing manpower requirements by allocating routine tasks to automated aids, improving safety through the use of automated monitoring aids, and reducing the overall cost or improving productivity.

of systems [8]. Additionally, automation can permit removal of the operator from particularly undesirable or dangerous environments [91], increasing the safety and reducing stressors placed upon the operator.

Unfortunately, automation system designers have limited ability to project future events, and are often unable to adapt when unforeseen circumstances occur. As such, utilization of a human operator who can adapt to these unforeseen circumstances to provide system resilience is desirable [92]. With the inclusion of a human operator, other problems arise. Some include over-reliance on automation [93], placing inappropriate levels of trust in the automation [94–96], or losing situation awareness to preclude appropriate recovery from automation failures [93]. Further, as operators are not performing active control of the system, they may not practice the knowledge necessary to operate the system and can suffer from skill atrophy [97]. As a result, practitioners developed adaptive automation systems to maintain user engagement, without overloading operators [7].

Automation is the capability “to have a computer carry out certain functions that the human operator would normally perform” [4]. Knowing which entity will perform a given task helps determine whether to automate a task or not. There are many types of tasks, and consequently, several forms of automation. The categories of automation can include, “the mechanization and integration of the sensing of environmental variables; data processing and decision making; mechanical action; and ‘information action’ by communication of processed information to people” [5].

Since, Rouse proposed a dynamic approach to automated decision-making [7, 8], the field has adopted the terms adaptive automation and adaptive systems to define the idea of an automated system that can adapt to a changing environment. Within research, the definition of adaptive automation has been subject to debate. Most authors would agree that levels or types of automation change in an adaptive system.
For example, [9] define adaptive systems as those “allowing the system to invoke varying levels of automation support in real time during task execution, often on the basis of its assessment of the current context...invoking them only as needed”. This view of adaptive automation places the onus of determining the current automation state on the system. However, others have shown that even the determination of who ‘adapts’ the system (e.g., the system, the operator, etc.) can fall on a sliding scale [90].

Within the current context, a *system* is a combination of hardware, software, and human operators that work together to accomplish one or more goals. As a focus of the paper is system design, the term *machine* refers to the combination of all hardware and software within the system with which the human operator interacts.

Although the terms *function* and *task* are sometimes applied interchangeably [98], clear differentiation of these terms leads to a better understanding of the proposed process model. Here, we define a *function* as an action that an element of a system performs to accomplish the desired goals or to provide the desired capability. A function is delineated from a task as the function is not allocated to an entity. A *task* is a function allocated to a specific entity, and represents the actions necessary for the entity to perform the function.

A task’s allocation can be either explicit or inherent. An *explicit* task is one that is directly indicated by a previously defined function. Alternatively, an *inherent* task arises only once a function is allocated to a specific entity. An inherent task is not required by the function, but is necessary to enable the allocated entity to perform the function. For example, the system might require an operator to make a selection, requiring an explicit action. However, to make this selection, the operator will need to gather appropriate information from the system or environment and make decisions, each of which are inherent tasks. *Task load* then describes the number and difficulty
of tasks assigned to human operators, to which they must respond.

Workload refers to the impact of the task demand placed upon the operator’s mental or physical resources. The variability in the task load imposed upon an operator (and the workload the operator experiences) originates from a number of sources. In addition to the variance of performance due to explicitly defined workload, the performance of the human operator may vary due to individual factors such as fatigue, stress level, motivation, and training level [99, 100].

This research presents a function-to-task design process model to aid the conceptual design of adaptive automation systems. The function-to-task design process model creates a set of visual diagrams enabling designers to better allocate tasks between human and machine. This is achieved through a set of five analysis tools allowing designers to identify points within a function network where the transitions between human and machine entities can facilitate adaptive automation. This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the design processes currently in place for adaptive automation systems. Section 2.3 presents the function-to-task design process model. Section 2.4 illustrates the function-to-task design process model through a system design iteration. Section 2.5 presents conclusions summarizing the information presented.

2.2 Designing Adaptive Automation Systems

Discussions on the design of manned systems as a tool to aid allocation of functions or tasks between a human operator and a machine often cite Fitts’ List [101] of tasks that machines tend to perform “better” than humans and those that humans perform “better” than machines. Fitts et al. discussed tasking the machine to perform routine tasks that require high speed and force, computational power, short-term storage, or simultaneous activities; and further propose leveraging the human’s flexibility,
judgment, selective recall, and inductive reasoning to improve system robustness to unforeseen circumstances. They also acknowledge the limitation of humans to correctly employ these capabilities when overloaded due to excessive task demands or to maintain alertness and employ these capabilities when not actively participating in system control.

One may consider the allocation of functions between man and machine within a system as a multi-objective optimization, wherein designers optimize some combination of performance, safety, and robustness as a function of the tasks allocated to each component. The limitations of system and human capability shape this optimization, with a significant component of human capability quantified in terms of human workload. Adaptive automation system design assumes that the number and difficulty of tasks performed will vary over time, and the tasks allocated to the human or machine need to vary to provide the human operator with an appropriate workload.

Figure 5. Diagram for task allocation in adaptive automation, adapted from [2].

Figure 5 illustrates this concept, which depicts a two-dimensional space which arranges tasks, T1-T9, based on how well a human operator or the machine can perform them under reasonable task load. As shown, performance by either system can range from unsatisfactory through excellent [2]. We should allocate tasks, such
as T1 or T8—which one entity (human or machine) can perform more satisfactorily—
to the better performing entity. However, any task that either entity can perform
beyond the point of satisfactory performance, we can reasonably allocate to either
human or machine.

If there was no constraint on resources, one could maximize performance of the
overall system by allocating tasks below the 45 degree line to the human and tasks
above to the machine. However, resource constraints force a shift in the location of this
line. For instance, assuming workload limits on human performance and unbounded
machine resources might induce the designer to shift the dividing line lower in the
plot, decreasing human workload and allocating additional tasks to the machine. On
the other hand, if users’ performances improve by increasing their engagement with
the system, raising the dividing line allocates more tasks to the human. Therefore,
adaptive automation effectively requires the system to permit this allocation line to
shift up and down within this plot, allocating fewer or greater numbers of tasks to
the human operator.

**Automation Taxonomies.**

Taxonomies for adaptive automation have been proposed to accommodate the
complex design space present in adaptive automation systems. [3] indicate that mod-
ifying the allocation of tasks among humans or machines can affect operator workload.
However, modification of task scheduling, interaction required between the operator
and other system elements, or the content of any interaction can also affect operator
workload. Although not explicitly captured, these modifications may involve sys-
tems with multiple machines or multiple humans [102]. Considering the interaction
between an individual operator and a machine, [4] proposed a model for describing
levels of automation that builds upon the work of [103] to discern between the types
and levels of automation. The model delineates the types of tasks performed based on the four-stages of human information processing: sensory processing, perception/working memory, decision making, and response selection. Within these four stages, they expand upon the ideas of Sheridan and Verplank and codify them further into a 10-point scale describing the levels of automation, ranging from “1. The computer offers no assistance; human must take all decisions and actions” all the way to “10. The computer decides everything, acts autonomously, ignoring the human.”

[76] proposed four core human functions that a system could automate independently of one another, including: monitoring, generating alternatives, selecting alternatives, and implementing the selected alternative. This framework assigns each of these four tasks to either the human or machine (or both in some cases) and enumerates the level of automation between fully autonomous and fully human-implemented, providing a two-dimensional space over which to define automation. Each of these classification schemes permits the differentiation between intermediate levels of automation, explicitly defining which human task a given level automates. Each model aids the creation and classification of automation states for tasks the human or machine can perform, helping the system designer determine “what” to automate and “to what extent” (i.e. level of automation). Although designers can apply “level of automation” models to any system employing automation, they are important in systems employing adaptive automation as they permit the designer to determine what part of and how to automate a task so that changes in automation level can be clearly described.

Although the adaptive automation taxonomy [3] proposes does not fully overlap the automation taxonomies provided by either [4] or [76], the taxonomies are not independent of one another. Feigh et al. uniquely highlight the fact that not all tasks are time critical, and systems can reprioritize them during periods of peak workload.
They also discuss the allocation of tasks between humans and machines–alluding to various levels for automation of tasks that include selection or implementation of alternatives. Additionally, they contend that automation of generating alternatives and monitoring requires automatically generated information displayed to the human operator, forcing a change in the interaction and content of interaction. Each of these methods, therefore provides a different way to classify and consider the effect of changes in autonomy on operator workload.

**Human-Machine Interaction.**

The need to provide effective communication between the human and machine impedes human interaction with automated systems. In some cases–such as flight control automation–the design of this interaction can have life-or-death consequences [41,104]. Unfortunately, this interaction can become increasingly complex in systems employing adaptive automation. William Rouse’s analysis of human-machine interaction within a dynamic system is a seminal article in this field [8]. Rouse shows the different forms of communication with the system as a set of five interaction loops. The first two loops, in which it is possible that no communication is required, represented manual control and completely automated control. In the third loop, wherein he coins the term *overt communication*, the human and machine operators of a system directly communicate information about their tasks. The human operator must take explicit actions to control the machine, and the machine must explicitly provide information. The human operator must consciously read, listen to, or otherwise receive this information. The last two loops represent more subtle communication which typically occurs among humans; *covert communication*, with the fourth loop representing covert human to machine communication and the fifth covert machine-to-human communication. Information communicated indirectly–which might include
state information—characterizes covert communication. The timeliness of a response from a teammate, where hesitancy in response signals uncertainty and fast authoritative response indicates certainty, provides an example of covert communication.

Unfortunately, communication errors occur between human operators and machines as the machine can fail to communicate critical state information, the information leading to the selection of a critical state, or less direct information, such as the certainty of this information [104]. Recent research focuses on improving covert communication from the human to the machine through the use of psychophysiological measures, such as electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiography (ECG), electrodermal activity (EDA), electromyography (EMG) [9,79,105] or behavioral measures, such as eye gaze patterns. Such measures have the “potential to yield real-time estimates of mental state” [105], thus allowing the machine to gain information regarding the state of the human operator.

The infeasibility of communicating all automated tasks from a machine to a human aside, the human in an automated system requires enough information to permit appropriate situation awareness. Since the human operator assumes control in the event of a mishap or in order to make a critical decision, the human needs an understanding of the current system and environment state. Several research efforts devote effort toward finding an appropriate balance between providing enough information for situation awareness and overloading the human operator with information [5, 41, 76, 106–108]. Further, all communication will affect the user’s workload, potentially resulting in overload conditions. However, the relationship between how humans attend to, receive, process, and act upon information creates complexity, and the interaction influences the human operator’s perceived workload [106].

The manner in which feedback is given influences the resulting system. For example, Manzey et al. demonstrate that users are much more likely to develop a
proper level of trust with a system when the system gives them negative feedback loops rather than positive ones [107]. Further issues, such as how to design a system to manage interruptions in a socially acceptable manner and analyzing the positive and negative consequences of automating the interruption management task [9], are important. The idea of etiquette flows naturally into the concept of trust, directly impacting the human operator’s trust of the system.

While the design of the human-machine interface can be complex, this interface requires an understanding of the information that the human and the machine must communicate to facilitate task completion. The importance of this information necessitates its presentation in a way that does not overload the operator and recognizes the fact that the human operator will not necessarily receive all information the system provides.

**User-Centered Design and Task Analysis.**

User-Centered design [109] has evolved to aid the design of systems including a significant user interaction component. This process often involves the steps of: 1) establishing a vision for the system, including an initial system concept and business objectives; 2) analyzing requirements and user needs to understand how users perform the tasks within the boundary of the system concept and the context of use; 3) designing for usability through conceptual and detailed interaction design, including prototyping; 4) evaluating the system, which can involve early focused deployment and evaluation of the system; and 5) applying learnings from the evaluation to provide feedback and improvements to the overall system design [110]. Each of the steps in this process, as well as the overall process, are conducted iteratively until a desired level of usability is attained. During the development of complex systems, this process can involve individuals from numerous disciplines, to include systems engineering, human
factors, software design, human-computer interface design, and information system management, all of whom can apply different design and evaluation techniques during the vision development, analysis, and design phases.

Tools for capturing the requirements for a design within the systems engineering community include forms of the structured analysis and design technique (SADT) [111], as well as the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) [112]. SADT primarily focuses on the documentation and decomposition of the process to be employed by the machine during design. SysML was developed from the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [113], which was originally developed for the design of software systems. SysML includes a number of tools to capture and communicate the vision for the system, analyze requirements, develop conceptual and eventually detailed designs, and to associate test procedures and outcomes, permitting verification and validation of the system requirements. These tools can be applied in either a descriptive fashion, describing an existing system when analyzing requirements, or in a prescriptive fashion, documenting vision, requirements, and design of the system under design. While these tools focus primarily upon design of the machine, certain tools, including use case and activity diagrams can capture human interaction with the system.

Within the human factors community, Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) [114,115] is commonly applied to systematically capture and decompose human activities to describe processes that are commonly applied by the human. Information from these analyses can be depicted in a number of forms, one method of particular interest is the Operational Sequence Diagram (OSD) [116]. The OSD captures the flow of information between a human and machine, indicating the timing, direction and modality of information flow during each exchange between a human and the machine. More recently other task modeling languages have been developed. These tools include the ability to model tasks performed by groups of individuals, for example Groupware
Task Analysis (GTA) [117], as well as methods to assess differences between human and machine knowledge structures, e.g., Task Knowledge Structures (TKS) [118]. UML or SysML tools, can be applied to model the results of a task analysis. For example, use cases may represent an informal task analysis structure [119] and activity diagrams can capture tasks as well as information flow between entities [120].

Besides these tools, task description languages extend descriptive task analysis to provide prescriptive tools useful in specifying the design of the human interface. The Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection Rules (GOMS) method [121] attempts to define the system through a set of goals, decomposing goals, determining how users perform tasks to achieve these goals and assessing the method of interaction on user performance. Other tools, such as DIANE+ [122] are useful during specification and user interface design [123]. ConcurTaskTrees (CTT) [124] uses a hierarchical task structure with a focus on defining a number of different types of temporal relationships between tasks to aid the design of the user interface.

These tools can be geared towards certain application environments. For example, AMBOSS [125] is primarily relevant to understanding human error in safety critical systems. Similarly the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) [126] is primarily concerned with utilizing performance variability as it pertains to achieving desirable (or dampening undesirable) outcomes. Tools have also been developed in the management information field for capturing and designing workflows in complex business processes. Examples of these workflow languages are Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) [127] and Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [128].

In the context of the current research, a task model of particular interest is HAMSTERS and recent extensions to this model [129,130]. Similar to CTT, HAMSTERS provides notation for indicating machine tasks separately from human tasks when
decomposing a goal or high level function (i.e., abstract task in the HAMSTERS nomenclature). Each of these modeling languages additionally provide notation for interactive tasks, tasks performed by the human or system to facilitate interaction between the two entities. By creating different hierarchical networks with different tasks allocated to human or machine, these methods can be used to assess various static automation strategies. Further, HAMSTERS has recently been extended to permit the modeling of not only the hierarchical task relationship but the temporal sequencing of these tasks.

Existing task modeling tools are primarily designed for systems with static rather than adaptive automation. As a result, many of these tools do not provide tools to move across the function-task distinction described previously. In their designed context, these tools and methods typically do not explicitly provide ways to move from functions with an unassigned operational entity (e.g., machine or human) to tasks with an operational entity assigned. Therefore, a process model with a task model is proposed that aids the designer when determining functions to statically allocate to humans and machines, as well as functions to dynamically allocate between the human and machine.

2.3 Function-to-Task Design Process Model

This section presents the proposed process model for allocating functions to entities (e.g., human or machine) that leads to adaptive automation allocations. Figure 6 graphically depicts the function-to-task design process model. The function-to-task model usually proceeds in a linear fashion, as indicated by the solid bold arrows in Figure 6. In some cases, completing steps in the process will force the design back to a previous step for revision; likely locations for revision steps are indicated by the dashed arrows in Figure 6. It is likely that a proper decomposition of the system will
not occur on the first attempt and, therefore, this process can become iterative.

Step 1: Determine Over-Arching Goal.

In the first step, the designer determines the goal(s) of the system. The overarching goal should answer the question, “What is the system trying to achieve?” Any predetermination as to how the task must be accomplished should be excluded. For example, a goal to “obtain milk through a purchase,” contains no pre-conceived notion of how to purchase the milk. The overall goal should be distilled to only its essential elements—those requirements that are unavoidable without making the scope over-expansive. For example, obtaining milk is a less exclusive goal than purchasing milk. However, broadening the goal beyond solutions under serious consideration is counter-productive (e.g., we would not expand the goal of purchase milk unless we
would consider alternate methods of obtaining milk).

**Step 2: Identify High-Level Functions.**

The second step is to identify the functions that must be performed to achieve the goal(s). The question to answer at this stage is, “How do we achieve the over-arching goal?” The functions at this stage should be high-level, and, depending on the goal, could consist of only one or a small number of functions. At this point, the designer has not allocated these functions to performing entities. Therefore, the high-level functions must be defined such that they can be allocated to any available entity.

**Step 3: Decompose Functions.**

Functions are composed of sub-functions in a modular or hierarchical fashion. The high-level functions from step two are decomposed into sub-functions until they reach the atomic function level. *Atomic functions* are functions that can only be performed by a single entity (e.g., it cannot reasonably be decomposed into more than one function where one or more of these functions would realistically be allocated to a human and another would be allocated to a machine). Further decomposition of an atomic function is not desirable, making the determination of automation state a discrete decision. Consequently, all functionality for which the system must account falls under a high-level function. The complexity of a given function depends on the number and interrelationships of its sub-functions.

All non-atomic functions are composed of lower-level functions. There are many proposed methods for decomposing a function, including methods from structured analysis, such as Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing Definition for Function (IDEF) Modeling [131]. The designer should perform decomposition until functions are indivisible between multiple entities, resulting in *atomic functions*. In practice,
decomposing each function to the point where it is indivisible is not necessary, but instead the designer should decompose each function to the point at which it is impractical to allocate a portion of a function to two separate entities. With system evolution, it may be necessary to readdress the function decomposition as functions which are impractical to allocate to separate entities may change as technology evolves.

The actions taken in step three repeatedly address the question, “Can more than one entity perform function \( x \)?” For the purposes of system representation, step three should produce a set of nodes. Although graphical depictions of the atomic functions (such as IDEF diagrams that maintain knowledge of the hierarchical decomposition [132]) are useful, one must take care when naming the functions to insure that all unique functions have unique names.

Steps one through three are similar to the hierarchical task breakdown of methods such as HTA or GOMS but do not include allocation of the detail of user interaction inherent in an allocated function. For example, atomic functions are similar to the leaf nodes created in a hierarchical task decomposition, but functions remain unallocated between human and machine. Therefore, the designer should take special care to ensure an allocation-free breakdown during the first three steps of the present model.

**Step 4: Construct Function Relationship Diagram.**

After identifying the atomic functions, the functions are transformed into a network by exploring the relationships between the atomic functions. To complete a function, a subset of its atomic functions must be completed in a pre-determined order, as information generated by a function will be an input to other functions. Further, it is common for an atomic function to reside within multiple function hierarchies. These relationships are depicted in a function relationship diagram (FRD) wherein the atomic functions represent nodes and the information to pass between
nodes are represented by the connecting arrows. The resulting network provides a
temporal ordering similar to that introduced for HAMSTERS [130] for a task net-
work. A function is either mandatory (represented by a solid border in the FRD) or
optional (represented by a dashed border in the FRD). Optional functions are those
that may need to be performed within some task instances, but not others. Figure 7
shows a legend of the different structures used in the FRD.

Figure 7. Legend of notation used in Function Relationship Diagram (FRD) structures.

A large number of temporal relationship types can exist between functions. How-
ever, each pair of atomic functions can have two possible relationships: dependent
or independent. Dependent relationships arise when the completion or product of
one task directly influences the other. Dependent relationships are represented by an
arrow in the FRD. A function is independent of another when it has no reliance or in-
fluence on the completion of the other. All non-connected functions are independent
from each other.

Similar to the functions themselves, a relationship is either mandatory (repre-
sented by a solid arrow in the FRD) or optional (represented by a dashed arrow in
the FRD). A mandatory relationship implies that one function necessarily leads to
the next, while an optional relationship implies a set of circumstances that could avoid this relationship.

Using mandatory and optional functions and relationships, several more-complex relationships, such as those referenced in [124], can be represented. For example, interleaved relationships can be represented as two separate flows within an FRD, with the two functions each with an optional relationship with another common node. An iteration relationship is represented by an optional relationship arrow looping the function node back on itself. The complex relationships are not represented directly, because decomposing these relationships to a lower level allows for further freedom in design.

Multiple relationships may flow into or out of a given node. If an atomic function does not connect to other atomic functions from the higher-level function from which it was derived, the function decomposition should be re-addressed, as this condition violates the rules of the function decomposition. The diagram at this point should not involve the instantiation of function performers (i.e. it is still a function relationship diagram and not a task relationship diagram).

**Step 5: Instantiate functions to tasks.**

In step five, the system designer allocates each function to an entity: human or machine. Specific instances of humans and machines are not assigned, we are concerned only *that* a human or machine is performing the function, *not which* human or machine performs it. In fact, to simplify the current discussion, it is assumed that only one human operator is present in the system under design, although this concept could be refined to permit the inclusion of multiple humans interacting with one or more interconnected machines. This step sets a baseline for the states of automation. A *task relation diagram* (TRD) that demonstrates the flow of information from one
entity to another results from this step.

The first step in task instantiation involves induced assignments. Some constraint may mandate the instantiation of a specific function, or set of functions, to a specific entity. Induced assignments can come from rules, capabilities, available resources, or other avenues, but must be addressed no matter the reason for their inclusion. These are assigned first, before any other instantiations are made. Examples of induced functions include decision nodes in systems where humans hold final decision authority or a complex calculation that a human is incapable of performing and a machine must perform.

Once the induced assignments are made, the designer can address the more flexible assignments. The adaptive automation task allocation model discussed in 5 enables the determination of which tasks to assign to a human or machine. By using the model demonstrated in Figure 5, tasks can be assigned to the entity capable of performing the function with maximum proficiency. Although this model may provide insight into which function nodes to instantiate to which entity, it can also draw attention to nodes that are not clearly favored to one entity or the other. The resulting TRD should indicate each node as human or machine, as shown in the legend contained in Figure 8.

![Legend of notation used in Task Relationship Diagram (TRD) structures.](image)

Figure 8. Legend of notation used in Task Relationship Diagram (TRD) structures.
**Step 6: Separate Inherent Tasks.**

At this step, all functions have been allocated to entities. The resulting TRD consists only of explicit tasks the atomic functions specify. Completion of the task allocation consists of specifying the inherent tasks. Inherent tasks are those tasks that present themselves as the product of a specific task instantiation. However, these inherent tasks can also result from the interactions between the explicit tasks or specific resources available to the system.

The information exchange between entities during a task handoff is the primary source of inherent tasks. Once the designer assigns a task to a machine or human, a set of new complexities emerge through the task relationship diagram: task handoffs. There are four types of task handoffs possible: human to human, human to machine, machine to human, and machine to machine. For the purposes of an adaptive automation system, task handoffs that cross between human and machine are important. A human-to-machine or machine-to-human task handoff requires two inherent tasks that are not present in the underlying functions: communication of the information by the losing entity and perception of the information by the gaining entity.

Communication of information requires the current performing entity to format the information such that the next entity understands it. For example, a machine that just completed a movie recommendation search task must ensure that it communicates the recommended films to the human before the human can complete the subsequent movie selection task (i.e., displays this information on a screen). On the other end, perception involves the next task performer’s ability to obtain and interpret the information communicated to permit subsequent task completion. It’s important to make the inherent task nodes in the task relationship diagram visually distinctive. This distinction permits complex task relationships to become more apparent. Step six produces a complete TRD similar to that produced by the previous step, but
including both explicit and inherent tasks. As shown in the legend (Figure 8), the communication and perception tasks of an inherent task are represented by the “C” and “P” nodes that will appear in pairs.

At this point, the designer may find it useful to reiterate through the process to ensure that the diagram truly represents the desired process and system. After this stage, an initial allocation exists. Modeling or prototyping tools can then be used to determine if the human or humans assigned to operate within the system are capable of performing the tasks required from them during typical system operation while having high enough workload to remain engaged with the system. If not, steps five and six are revised until the design attains a desired level of workload. To reduce workload, for example, the human can give a task involved within a complex relationship within the TRD to the machine.

**Step 7: Define Adaptive Automation States.**

The inherent tasks of communication and perception provide one of the most important steps in designing an automation system. When the designer adds adaptive automation to the system, an understanding of cognitive task handoffs is crucial. The selection of a set of atomic tasks, or groups of tasks, in the TRD to become adaptive nodes makes the automation adaptive, and consists of identifying nodes that can switch between human and machine instantiation based on some pre-defined trigger.

Selecting a given node as an adaptive node, adds complexity to the overall system. As a node switches from static human or machine to adaptive, the number of handoff types needed can double for each outgoing connection. For example, a human node connected to a machine node requires one type of handoff, a human node connected to an adaptive node requires two, and an adaptive node connected to an adaptive node requires four. It should be noted, however, that this added complexity only
occurs for nodes that are independently switched within the design. It is possible
for a group of nodes to always be switched in concert with one another as a cluster,
in which case, only the number of connections between this group of nodes and the
nodes they connect with are doubled.

Step seven finalizes the selection of adaptive nodes. As shown in the legend (Figure 8), adaptive nodes are represented by a shape that combines those of the human and machine nodes. Choosing adaptive nodes is ultimately a subjective task. However, an analysis of the TRD can help make these decisions easier and more grounded. Five analysis tools include: determining the number of possible states, node clustering, task handoff analysis, branch counting, and inherent task load comparison. By iterating through these tools, an adaptive automation system emerges.

**Number of possible states.**

Once the designer selects adaptive nodes, they must readjust the complexity and
handoffs created through the selection. One way to assess complexity involves deter-
mining the number of possible automation states. For each independently adaptive
automation node in the relationship graph, two possible states exist: human and
machine. Therefore, the number of possible states equals $2^x$, where $x$ is the number
of adaptive nodes in the current design. Fewer independently adaptive nodes means
exponentially fewer possible states. Within the TRD, one can simply count the num-
ber of desired adaptive nodes and plug it into the above equation. This is a rough
approximation of the potential challenges.

**Task handoffs.**

Related to the total number of possible states, one way the TRD can help analyze
the designed system is through an analysis of the task handoffs—specifically the num-
ber of different-entity handoffs. In each possible case where a machine hands off to a human or human to a machine, count one handoff. In the case where a node is set as adaptive, this implies that a handoff from an adaptive node to another adaptive node counts twice, while an adaptive to non-adaptive node handoff will count once. This handoff count suggests the number of nodes where task load shifts from one entity to another. By focusing on these nodes, potential bottlenecks appear due to certain handoff tasks taking place more often than at other locations. Highlighting these tradeoffs allows the system designer to visualize the locations where inherent tasks—specifically those associated with communication and perception, as described in Section 2.3—reside.

**Node clustering.**

Functions clustered based upon the degree of the edges in and out of a given node tend to provide similar or highly inter-related functions. Therefore, automation of a cluster as a set can often be achieved with greater effect than just automating one function in the set. Conversely, the designer could also instantiate all of the tasks in a cluster to a human, since the information associated with the multiple edges will not need to be exchanged.

An example of this would be in piloting an aircraft. Although the “takeoff function” contains many lower level functions, there are many complex groups of functions within it that naturally group together to ensure a proper amount of situation awareness, where the necessary information is provided through the right kinds of feedback.

Within the TRD, an adaptive node cluster can be represented by a large adaptive node surrounding a set of tasks. This implies that all of the tasks within the adaptive node cluster will all always have the same allocation. This allows for adaptation without increasing the number of states exponentially. Additionally, since a hierarchical
notation was not kept in Steps 1-4, the TRD now has flexibility to cluster in unique ways not easily perceivable through the hierarchical breakdown.

**Branch counting.**

Branch counting refers to the idea of determining the number of other atomic tasks to which one specific atomic task connects. A task that influences or is influenced by a large number of tasks makes automation more difficult. This is because changing a node to adaptive requires an inherent communication/perception node to each incoming and outgoing relationship. For example, forming a node with one outgoing relationship and one incoming relationship adaptive creates two new communication/perception nodes, while doing the same to a node with one incoming relationship and four outgoing relationships creates five new communication perception nodes.

Tasks that have large branch counts can often make good candidates to be members of an adaptive node cluster. Conversely, single branches within a TRD can often indicate good locations to place adaptive nodes, as the inherent task load is likely smaller. Although some individual task handoffs may be very difficult, branch counting a TRD provides a good snapshot of where there will be a large number of task handoffs that the designer may not have foreseen.

**Inherent task load comparison.**

An inherent task load comparison provides another means to analyze the effectiveness of design options. This consists of a comparison of the relationship diagrams created when the TRD instantiates one function as a human task versus when the TRD instantiates the same function as a machine task. The primary difference as a result of this reallocation is the number of inherent tasks that are added or subtracted.
A comparison of the two instantiations helps to visually communicate inherently understandable design decisions.

2.4 Function to Task Process Illustrated

The function-to-task process model is illustrated here by designing an adaptive automation system to aid a user during play of Space Navigator. The result of the process is an allocation of tasks to aid adaptive automation system design. The dynamism of elements within Space Navigator (e.g. movement of no-fly zones, random appearance of new ships, etc.) do not allow for creating an “optimal” automated player. Because the game is relatively simple in its mechanism while still difficult for a machine to perform optimally, Space Navigator is a good environment for illustrating the process model. Each of the seven steps of the Function-to-Task Design Process Model (Figure 6) is addressed in the following sections.

**Step 1: Determine Over-Arching Goal.**

To fulfill Step 1, we ask the question “What are we trying to achieve?” The goal of a *Space Navigator* player is to score the most possible points. In the present case this is a simple task, since the goal is clear from the rules of the game. However, in other situations a goal may be more difficult to define. For this reason, the loop from Step 2 to Step 1 may provide further insight and refinement for more complex systems.

**Step 2: Identify High-Level Functions.**

With the goal in hand, we ask “How do we score the most possible points?” This helps identify the high-level functions as the manners in which points change. Four high-level functions become apparent:
1. Move spaceship to intended target planet.

2. Pick up bonuses.

3. Avoid collisions with other spaceships.

4. Avoid traversing no-fly zones.

**Step 3: Decompose Functions.**

Answering the question, “Can we further divide function $x?$” allows further function decomposition. After applying this decomposition we obtain the following list of atomic functions:

1. Function 1: Move spaceship to intended target planet.
   - Determine the best ship to draw route.
   - Identify destination planet of selected ship.
   - Identify if ships have routes already.
   - Create a set of possible routes.
   - Select a route.
   - Draw a line from selected ship to destination.

2. Function 2: Pick up bonuses.
   - Identify all available, non-selected bonuses.
   - Identify destination planet of selected ship.
   - Determine if route change to pick up bonus is worth points gained.
   - Determine if selected ship has a route already.
   - Adjust route to pick up bonus.
3. Function 3: Avoid collisions with other spaceships.

- Detect likely collisions.
- Identify destination planet of selected ship.
- Determine if selected ship has a route already.
- Determine if route change to avoid collision is worth points gained.
- Adjust route to avoid collisions.


- Identify no-fly zones.
- Identify ships headed toward a no-fly zone.
- Identify destination planet of selected ship.
- Determine if selected ship has a route already.
- Determine if no-fly zone traversal is worth lost points.
- Adjust route around no-fly zone.

This atomic function list demonstrates two concepts previously discussed in Section 2.3: the overlap of specific atomic functions and the circumstance-specific nature of atomic functions. Some atomic functions in the above list appear in multiple locations within the hierarchy. For example, the atomic function “identify destination planet of selected ship” appears in all high-level functions. It is the same function and named the same in every case. Secondly, a practitioner may consider the atomic functions listed above as more complex depending on the interpretation of the process. For example, under the avoid no-fly zones high-level function, the atomic function “Determine if no-fly zone traversal is worth lost points” could be considered a non-atomic function made up of sub-functions such as “determine the number of potential
points lost,” “determine amount of time added,” “determine increased collision likelihood,” etc. However, the designer must ask whether they would consider dividing these tasks among human and machine entities or whether they would always assign them to the same entity. An important note from Step 3 is that moving further along the Process Model may provide insight into the proper level to end Step 3. This is represented explicitly by a revision loop from Step 4 back to Step 3 in Figure 6.

**Step 4: Construct Function Relationship Diagram.**

We now produce the functional relationship diagram by analyzing each unique atomic function in relation to all of the other functions and assigning relationships (dependent or independent) based upon the transfer of information from one function to another. The end result of this relationship mapping is the function relationship diagram shown in Figure 9. The creation of this diagram illustrates overlapping atomic function instances, optional versus mandatory functions, and the flexibility provided for structuring the functions by removing the hierarchical structure.

In this step, there are a few instances where multiple higher-level functions contain the same atomic function (e.g. “identify destination planet of selected ship”). Only one node in the functional relationship diagram represents these functions. However, these functions interact with many different functions. The “identify destination planet of selected ship” function directly influences three separate functions. Therefore, functions that overlap multiple higher-level functions provide potential bottlenecks in the relationship diagram. That is, the information these functions produce must be available to any human or machine entity to permit subsequent functions’ performance.

Optional and mandatory functions and relationships are all represented. For example, we need to identify potential collisions (mandatory function) and must do it
Figure 9. Functional relationship diagram of the Space Navigator game. See Figure 8 for a legend of notations used.

before adjusting our route for them (mandatory relationship), but this information may not necessitate a route adjustment (optional function). Then the ensuing adjustment is made in one of two ways depending on whether the selected spaceship already has a route (optional relationship).

Relationships that seem compartmentalized in the function decomposition can appear highly interconnected in the relationship diagram. The four high-level functions identified for the Space Navigator game are separated distinctly in the functional decomposition in Step 3, within the hierarchical structure. However, when the hierarchical structures are removed, the sub-functions provide a system that cannot be easily divided along the lines of the previously defined high-level functions. This
change in perspective can also influence a different understanding of the high-level functions themselves. For example, looking at the resulting FRD a designer could potentially conclude that the tasks of “spaceship selection” (the upper half of the diagram), “action decision” (the bottom half of the diagram), and “action performance” (the final function) are the higher-level functions. This demonstrates how the FRD provides a revision path that can lead the practitioner back to Steps 2 or 3 for further analysis.

**Step 5: Instantiate functions to tasks.**

The design goal in this example is to apply automation to aid the user when interacting with this game where the assumed default state is that the human operator will perform all functions. Therefore, the goal of the function allocation in this particular example is to identify alternate automation states, which will permit an operator to perform well in the presence of exceptionally high spaceship spawn rates. Referring to Figure 9, one can see that the functions in the center of the diagram are highly inter-connected. This interconnection implies that the human and machine would need to exchange significant amounts of information if elements within this region of the figure were divided between these entities. However, other elements near the periphery of the diagram are not as highly interconnected. As a result, allocation of many of these elements to the machine are likely to result in less need for communication between the human and machine.

Based on this analysis and the performance of the human and machine, Figure 10 represents a potential task allocation and resulting task relationship diagram. In the diagram, tasks that the machine controls are those that appear as gray boxes and those that the human controls are represented by rounded boxes. Note that Figure 10 shows a TRD after Step 6 is complete.
Figure 10. Task relationship diagram of the Space Navigator game with inherent tasks shown, where functions have now been allocated to human and machine. See Figure 8 for a legend of notations used.

Step 6: Separate Inherent Tasks.

As discussed earlier, the “C” and “P” nodes are also shown in Figure 10. These nodes indicate the need for the entity performing the function near the “C” node to perform the inherent task of communicating to the receiving entity and the need for the entity performing the function near the “P” node to perform the inherent
task of perceiving and interpreting the information to enable performance of the function. Because of the selected function allocation, there are several task handoffs from human to machine and vice versa as the “C” and “P” nodes indicate. Some of the communication/perception chains are inconsequential, like communicating from the machine to human if a specific spaceship has a route already–as a simple path is already drawn between entities to aid transfer of this information. However, others are more difficult.

For example, communicating the destination planet for all ships to a human can be simple, but it is important and perhaps difficult to ensure perception. If the ships are color-coded to align with a specific planet, this task is simple for most people when few entities are available. However, it becomes increasingly difficult as the number of entities increase and in some cases impossible for certain individuals (e.g., those who are color blind). Therefore, it is not only needed to communicate the information, but to confirm the transfer of critical information to insure a handoff. Steps 5 and 6 are interconnected. The Process Model (Figure 6) has a revision loop connecting the latter to the former, as the inherent tasks that appear in Step 6 can inform decisions in Step 5.

**Step 7: Define Adaptive Automation States.**

Finally, we apply adaptive automation to the TRD. Figure 11 shows how the process changes after adaptive automation nodes are selected. Although all of the tools presented in Step 7 are useful, some will prove more useful in specific situations than others. For *Space Navigator*, the number of possible states and task handoffs are implied by application of the other tools: node clustering, branch counting, and inherent task comparison.

Looking at the original TRD in Figure 10, a few groupings of tasks begin to appear.
Figure 11. Task relationship diagram of the Space Navigator game, where functions have now been allocated to human nodes, machine nodes, and adaptive nodes. See Figure 8 for a legend of notations used.

One shows up near the top that encapsulates several spaceship selection related tasks, while a second group near the bottom represents several action-oriented tasks. These groups of tasks could prove useful as adaptive node clusters.

Branch counting is then applied to narrow the results from our node clustering. The action-oriented cluster is eliminated due to the large number of branches present.
in this location of the diagram. From a more subjective perspective, it would obviously be difficult to automate these tasks as they tend to rely on dynamic elements of the game (e.g. no-fly zones and ships that move).

The final TRD in Figure 11 arises from inherent task load comparison. The spaceship selection cluster is further refined by analyzing where the inherent tasks cross. By looking at these tasks, we see that there is a group of tasks that are all controlled by the same entity. Thus allowing a set of similar communication and perception inherent tasks. The large cluster then is chosen for an adaptive automation.

In this case, one can imagine a system that adapts to the player’s workload to automate the selection of which ship to act on when the user is inundated with choices, by highlighting a specific ship. This arrangement permits the system to decide which spaceship is most important to route or reroute and conveys this information, ideally in a very clear fashion, to the human. The human selects and draws the path. As such, the system determines the critical ships to address, a task that can be difficult for the human when the screen is cluttered, while allowing the human to select a route, a task that is too complex for the machine to perform reliably. It is important to note the revision loops in the process model once again here. Once complete, the design may require a complete overhaul or several minor tweaks.

2.5 Conclusions

A function-to-task design process model has been presented that assists an adaptive automation system designer in determining the allocation of tasks between the human, machine, and dynamically between the two. This process model permits the designer to investigate the effects of allocation on explicit and inherent task load for the intended user when interacting with an adaptive automation system. The process model demonstrates that reallocation of functions imposes a change in inherent tasks
to permit the proper communication and perception of information between the performing entities. As such, reallocation of a function implies a change in information flow between the machine and human, and this change requires the allocated task performer to utilize cognitive and physical resources to communicate and perceive the appropriate information to enable task performance.

Consideration of the information available in the task relationship diagrams when performing task allocation permits the designer to understand and potentially reduce the volume or complexity of information exchange between a human and machine. This tool may also help to reduce unwanted redundancy between the functions the human and the machine perform by clarifying the form of the information necessary to facilitate human decision making.

The function-to-task model requires the designer to identify the functions that are necessary to achieve the goals of the system and decompose these functions into leaf-level or atomic functions. The dependencies among these functions are then explicitly captured in a function relationship diagram. The functions are then allocated to an appropriate entity to form the basis of a task relationship diagram. Information flow between independent entities is then defined, identifying inherent tasks that are present in the allocation to provide communication. The form of the task relationship diagram is then evolved through application of five analysis tools to identify points in the TRD where adaptive automation could be easily accommodated. The application of this process model thus results in the allocation of tasks to the human, machine, or dynamically to the two entities.

The TRD resulting from a systematic implementation of the function-to-task design process model allows the designer to identify locations within a system where adaptive automation could provide benefit. However, this process model does not result in the design of an adaptive automation system but aids the designer in during
the conceptual design portion of the user-centered design process [110]. Coupling the information from the task relationship diagram with the existing adaptive automation taxonomy, the designer can more effectively create well-targeted adaptive automation systems. Further, the tasks derived from this process can be used as input to existing interface design models, such as DIANE+ [122] or ConcurTaskTrees (CTT) [124], which enable detailed design of the user interface.
III. Clustering-Based Real-Time Player Modeling

To move from the Function to Task Design Process Model to an adaptive automation implementation, the automation must be built; an automation must first exist, before it can become an adaptive automation. For this research, an adaptive automation node needed to be created within the Space Navigator environment’s task relationship diagram. The trajectory draw task was chosen as a task that could be performed either by the machine or by the human, thus lending itself to adaptive automation.

This chapter presents work that describes the trajectory drawing automation system. The work presented here began with an off-line player modeling system to create trajectories, which was presented at the 28th Canadian Conference on Artificial Intelligence,\(^1\) However, this work was later adjusted to work as a real-time trajectory generator. The following is a slight adaptation to a paper submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Computational Intelligence and AI in Games,\(^2\) with work presented in previous chapters of this dissertation omitted.

3.1 Introduction

Automating game-play in a human-like manner is the goal of a large area of intelligent gaming research, with applications from trying to succeed in a gaming version of the “Turing Test” [133] to creating human-like game avatars [134]. When we move from playing a game like a generic human to performing like a specific human, the dynamics of the problem change [135]. Generalized datasets can no longer be lumped into large groups of past game-play. In complex dynamic environments it can be

---


\(^2\)Bindewald, J. M., Peterson, G. L., and Miller, M. E. Clustering-based real-time player modeling. IEEE Transactions on Computational Intelligence and AI in Games (SUBMITTED).
difficult to differentiate individual players, because the insights exploited in imitating “human-like” game-play can become less useful in imitating the idiosyncrasies that differentiate specific individuals’ game-play.

There are several benefits of individual player imitation. Individual player imitation provides insights into modeling more believable opponents [134]. Better understanding what sets individual players apart from others, allows a game designer to build more robust game personalization [136]. Learning the aspects of a game state that set individual players apart, allows for better understanding of how to adjust games according to skill level [137].

This paper contributes a real-time individual player modeling system that enables an automated agent to perform response actions in a game that are similar to those that an individual player would have performed in similar situations. This work improves upon past player modeling efforts, such as [138], emphasizing three things. First, the player modeling system automatically updates in real-time rather than requiring off-line computation to adjust to changing game-play over time. Secondly, the system takes advantage of insights gleaned from past game-play clustering to gain a statistically significant differentiation between players in a relatively short amount of game-play (five, five-minute games). Additionally, the clustering-based player modeling method allows the practitioner to glean insights into what differentiates the game-play of individual players.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 3.2 reviews related work in the fields of player modeling and learning from past game-play. Section 3.3 presents a generic player model methodology and then uses the generic player model as a base for implementing a real-time individual player modeling system. This model is then demonstrated using the Space Navigator trajectory generation game as a test-bed. Section 3.5 gives experimental results showing the individual player modeling system’s
improvements over the generic modeling method. Section 3.6 summarizes the findings presented and proposes potential future work.

3.2 Related Work

Player modeling research informs the methodology to create trajectories similar to those of an individual player. Methods involving learning from past experiences provide insight into how to generate new trajectories from past game-play instances. This section describes some over-arching areas of past work that influence the current research.

Player Modeling.

Three taxonomies for player modeling exist, each providing a different way of organizing the field. Each model is presented and explained. Interspersed with the model descriptions are examples of how the model would classify different player modeling research efforts.

Yannakakis Model.

In the Yannakakis player model taxonomy [139], four input types are used to build player models of two types which provide four types of outputs. Inputs to a player model fall into four categories: game-play, objective, game context, and player profile. Game-play data (often called behavioral data) captures actions that a player takes in the given game environment. Objective data includes a player’s measurable physiological responses to the game environment. Game context data denotes a representation of the real-time state of the game. A player profile is a static representation of the player outside of the context of the game (e.g. personality type). These four inputs are used in some combination to create a player model.
The resulting player model is either a model-based (top down) or model-free (bottom-up) player model. In a model-based player model the model is built on some form of a theoretical framework where player groupings are pre-defined according to some set of features. Examples of model-based player models include supervised neural networks [140], trait theory to pre-determine player types [141], strategy groupings based on game design features [142], and association rule mining to find player experience/activity relationships [143]. In model-free player models the goal is to find player types that naturally arise from the collected data. Clustering is a common method to find player types, some examples of which include hierarchical clustering [144], k-means [145,146], neural networks [140], and self-organizing maps [144].

When utilized, player models produce an output when a given state or response is presented to it depending on its intended purpose. The outputs from player models can encompass scalar values, class membership, ordinal data (rankings), or no output (such as when learning a player model for clustering purposes).

**Smith Model.**

The Smith player model taxonomy [147] classifies player models across four independent facets: domain, purpose, scope, and source. The domain of a player model is either game actions (similar to Yannakakis’s game-play data input type) or human reactions (similar to the objective and player profile input types). The second facet, purpose, describes the end for which the player model is implemented: generative player models aim to generate actual data in the environment in place of a human or computer player, while descriptive player models aim to convey information about a player to a human. The scope of the player model describes the scope of players the model represents: individual (one), class (a group of more than one), universal (all), and hypothetical (some theoretical player or set of players that doesn’t fit in the other
categories). The source of a player model can be one of four categories: induced - objective measures of actions in a game; interpreted - subjective mappings of actions to a pre-defined category; analytic - theoretical mappings based on the game’s design; and synthetic - based on some non-measurable influence outside of the game context (e.g. hunches).

For descriptive purposes, each player model is given a type for each of the four facets. For example, the player model created in [148] for race track generation models individual player tendencies and preferences (Individual), objectively measures actions in the game (Induced), creates tracks in the actual environment (Generative), and arises from game-play data (Game Action).

**Bakkes Model.**

Bakkes *et al* [149] create a player behavior model that classifies player models that involve game-play data inputs in the Yannakakis model or fall in the game action domain in the Smith model into four categories:

- Player behavior models based on *player actions* map states encountered in the game to player actions. A good example of this type of model is the player models associated with research on poker player modeling [150].

- Player behavior models based on *player tactics* take multiple actions and/or the actions of multiple players into account to model different players, an example being the tactical offensive football play models created in [151].

- Player behavior models based on *player strategies* involve the use of different tactics in succession, and tend to account for “entire game” time frames. Examples of strategy level player behavior modeling exist in real-time strategy game research, such as systems designed to play *StarCraft* [152, 153].
- **Player profiling** involves the use of player behavior in games to establish psychological or sociological player profiles. Research efforts measuring entertainment in games [154,155] tend to allow for this type of behavior modeling.

**Learning from Previous Game-Play.**

Two areas of research that rely on past experience to inform future automated game-play include: Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and Learning from Demonstration (LfD). Both CBR and LfD train an automated system to generate responses based on observations within an environment. In CBR, a “case-base” maintains a set of observed environment states and their associated responses (cases) [156]. When a new state is received by the CBR a previous case is retrieved, adapted to the current state, and a new response is fashioned. The new state and its associated response is then either added to the case-base or thrown away according to observed feedback. In LfD, a teacher demonstrates a skill that it would like the automated system to learn [157]. The learner attempts to derive a policy based on the demonstration, and then attempts to execute the derived policy. The policy is then evaluated and updated with feedback in the environment.

The nearest neighbor principle maintains that instances of a problem that are a shorter distance apart more closely resemble each other than do instances that are a further distance apart [158]. This concept is applied in many locally weighted learning algorithms that learn how to perform regression or classification tasks by comparing an incoming instance to that of its nearest neighbors [159]. The nearest neighbor principle is used to find relevant past experiences in LfD tasks such as a robot intercepting a ball [160], CBR tasks such as a RoboCup soccer-playing agent [161], or tasks integrating both LfD and CBR such as in real time strategy games [162]. When searching through large databases of past experiences approximate nearest neighbors
searches, such as Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN [163]), have proven useful in approximating nearest neighbor searches while maintaining lower order computation times in large search spaces.

3.3 Methodology

The real-time player modeling paradigm we present here improves on previous work in three ways. As the name suggests, the player model updates in real-time to adapt to changing player habits. Additionally, the paradigm pulls insight by clustering past game-play, differentiating between players quickly. Then, the resulting player models allow the practitioner to investigate specific individual game-play tendencies further. Figure 12 illustrates our real-time player modeling paradigm. This real-time player modeler creates responses to provided game states that are similar to those that an individual player would have given in response to similar states. This section explains the three main tasks of the real-time player modeler: creating a generic player model, generating similar response trajectories, and real-time updating of the player model with individual player game-play.

Create Generic Player Model.

This section outlines the generic player model creation process, shown in shaded area 1 of Figure 12. Clustering the past game-play instances both by state and response reveals general player tendencies. With information gained from clustering, pruning outlier instances creates a universally representative example game-play dataset. This dataset then forms the groundwork for a generic player model that maps state clusters to response clusters.
State and Response Clustering.

Similar to the method used in [138], Ward agglomerative clustering [164] provides a baseline for player modeling. Clustering reduces the state-response pairs into a set of representative clusters, reducing the potential representation size of a player model. This method was proven effective for clustering in a trajectory creation game environment in [138, 165]. Agglomerative clustering starts with a set of game-play instances that contain a state and its associated response and assigns each instance to a state cluster and a response cluster. The number of clusters will depend on the environment and size of the underlying dataset. The mapping from a state cluster to a response cluster for state-response instance demonstrates a proclivity for a player to react with a given maneuver in a specific type of game situation. By determining the frequency of state cluster to response cluster mappings, common situational responses and outlier actions emerge.
Cluster Outlier Pruning.

The frequency of state cluster to response cluster mappings reveal common and outlier situational responses, providing the basis for two types of pruning that generalize the generic player profile by removing infrequent interactions. First, instance frequency within clusters helps in pruning outliers from the set of all game instances. If a given state has only been seen in one instance by one player, that state is unlikely to provide much benefit in predicting future responses. Similarly, a response given by only one player in one instance is unlikely to be replicated in future player responses.

Clusters with outlier responses are removed first by removing all instances assigned to the least populated response clusters. The cutoff threshold for determining which instances to remove could be either a minimum response cluster size or just a percentage of response clusters to remove. For example, due to the distribution of cluster sizes in the Space Navigator database we removed instances falling in the bottom 25% of all response clusters according to cluster size. Setting cutoff thresholds relies on knowledge of the environment and underlying dataset distribution.

Next, outlier state clusters are removed in two ways. First, instances that fall in the bottom 25% of all state clusters according to cluster size are removed, removing all clusters that are rare in general. However, removing states not seen by many different players is also important. In addition to removal based on sheer cluster size, pruning also removes instances falling into a state cluster encountered by a minimal subset of players. This removes a subset of clusters not removed previously: state clusters with many instances reached by an extremely small subset of players. It is important to note that although the generic player model will be built on the pruned game-play database, the original state and response clusters are used. In this way, individual player modeling can still capture outlier states or responses individual players encounter that most players do not encounter.
**Player Model Creation Algorithm.**

Whereas [138] used an offline game-play database creation method, the current research uses a faster online system to model players. Algorithm 1 generates a generic player model that determines the likelihood each state cluster is to map to each response cluster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1</th>
<th>Generic player model creation algorithm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: inputs:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: (x) =</td>
<td>the number of state clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: (y) =</td>
<td>the number of response clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: (M) =</td>
<td>({\langle S_1, R_1 \rangle, \langle S_1, R_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle S_x, R_y \rangle }) all state-response cluster mappings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: (C = O_{x,y})</td>
<td>(\triangleright x \times y) zero matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: (P = O_{x,y})</td>
<td>(\triangleright x \times y) zero matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: for (i = 1 \rightarrow x) do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: \hspace{0.5cm} for (j = 1 \rightarrow y) do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: \hspace{1.0cm} (c_{i,j}) = the number of instances assigned to cluster mapping (\langle S_i, R_j \rangle)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: \hspace{1.5cm} end for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: end for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: for (i = 1 \rightarrow x) do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: \hspace{0.5cm} for (j = 1 \rightarrow y) do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: \hspace{1.0cm} (P_{i,j} = c_{i,j} / \sum_{k=1}^{y} c_{i,k})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: \hspace{1.5cm} end for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: end for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17: return (P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The generic player model creation algorithm takes in the number of state and response clusters (\(x\) and \(y\) respectively), and the set of all state-response cluster mappings \((M)\). Line 5 creates a matrix of counters \((C)\) to help determine how many instances belong to each cluster in \(M\). Line 5 creates an empty player model \((P)\) that will hold likelihoods for each state-response cluster mapping in \(M\). Both \(C\) and \(P\) are initialized to the \(x \times y\) zero matrix. The loops beginning in Lines 7 and 8 process each of the state-response cluster mappings. For each cluster mapping, the number of instances provided by players that belong to cluster pairing \(\langle S_i, R_j \rangle\) is recorded.
The loop beginning in Line 12 creates the player model \( P \) from the counter matrix \( C \). The model contains a matrix of likelihoods that a given instance provided by a generic player chosen at random from the game-play database will belong to the indicated state and response cluster mappings. The likelihoods are determined by normalizing across the rows of \( C \). For each state cluster, the count for each response cluster is divided by the total number of instances assigned to the state cluster. The matrix of likelihoods is returned as the generic player model \( P \). This generic player model forms the baseline for individual player model creation. To model individual player gameplay habits, the individual player modeling techniques in the next section update the generic player model through observed game-play data.

**Update Individual Player Model.**

For real-time individual player modeling, this research updates the generic player model created in Algorithm 1 as an individual plays the game. Over time, the updates shape a player model that represents an individual player’s game-play tendencies, as illustrated in shaded area 2 of Figure 12. The individual player update process involves an algorithm to learn a player model with individual player tendencies over time. In order to train an individual player model quickly, the information gained from each state-response instance leads to an update of the state-response cluster scores.

**Individual Player Model Real-Time Update Algorithm.**

Algorithm 2 demonstrates the real-time updates that take place to learn an individual player’s tendencies. The algorithm begins with the generic player model \( P \). Once a player submits a response in the game environment, the current game state and the response are submitted. The algorithm finds the closest state \( \hat{S}_{close} \) and re-
response \((R_{\text{close}})\) clusters to the state and response passed in by the player. The player model is updated at the intersection of \(S_{\text{close}}\) and \(R_{\text{close}}\) by \(\delta_{\text{close}}\). Then the player model is normalized across all the \(R\) values for \(S_{\text{close}}\) so that the values sum to 1.

**Algorithm 2** Individual player model real-time update algorithm.

1: inputs:
2: \(P = \) an \(x \times y\) generic player model created by Algorithm 1
3: \((s_{\text{in}}, r_{\text{in}}) = \) a player-provided state-response pair
4: \(M = \{\langle S_1, R_1 \rangle, \langle S_1, R_2 \rangle, \cdots, \langle S_y, R_y \rangle\}\), all state-response cluster mappings
5: \(S_{\text{close}} = \) the closest state cluster to state \(s_{\text{in}}\)
6: \(\delta_{\text{close}} = q \cdot (\delta_{\text{cp}} + \delta_{\text{cmv}} + \delta_{\text{pma}}), \) \(S_{\text{close}}\)'s update increment weight
7: \(R_{\text{close}} = \) the closest response cluster to response \(r_{\text{in}}\)
8: \(P(S_{\text{close}}, R_{\text{close}}) = P(S_{\text{close}}, R_{\text{close}}) + \delta_{\text{close}}\)
9: for \(P(S_{\text{close}}, i)\) where \(i = 1 \rightarrow y\) do
10: \(P(S_{\text{close}}, i) = P(S_{\text{close}}, i) / (1 + \delta_{\text{close}})\)
11: end for

**Update Increment Weighting.**

The player model update algorithm is useful in modeling player behavior, but there are certain states from which more can be gleaned than others. Weighting the increment values for a given state-trajectory pair can be useful in quickly learning idiosyncrasies that set a player apart from the generic player. Specifically, knowing which state clusters contain the most information for future player modeling is useful. Traits gleaned from the clustered data provide ways to help determine which state clusters should create larger learning increments, and which states provide minimal information to extend beyond the generic player game-play model. Three binary traits contribute to the update increment, \(\delta\), in Line 6 of Algorithm 2. The three traits calculated to help weight \(\delta\) include cluster population, cluster mapping variance, and previous modeling utility.

*Cluster Population:* When attempting to learn game-play habits quickly, knowing the expected responses of a player to common game states is important. Weighting
δ according to the size of a state cluster in comparison to that of the other state clusters across the entire game-play dataset emphasizes increased learning from common states for an individual player model. States that fall into larger clusters can provide better information for quickly learning how to differentiate individual player game-play habits. To calculate the cluster population trait, all state cluster sizes are calculated and a population threshold is selected. Any state cluster with a population above the population threshold is given a cluster population trait weight of δ_{cp} = 1 and all other state clusters receive a weight of δ_{cp} = 0.

Cluster Mapping Variance: When mapping state clusters to response clusters, some state clusters will consistently map to a specific response cluster across all players. Other state clusters will consistently map to several response clusters across all players. Very little about a player’s game-play tendencies is learned from these two types of state clusters. However, state clusters that map to relatively few clusters per player (intra-player cluster variance), while still varying largely across all players (inter-player cluster variance) can help quickly differentiate players. The state cluster mapping variance ratio is the total number of response clusters to which a state cluster maps across all players divided by the number of response clusters to which the average player maps, essentially the ratio of inter-player cluster variance to the intra-player cluster variance. The cluster mapping variance trait weight, δ_{cmv}, is set according to a cluster variance ratio threshold. All state clusters with a variance ratio above the threshold receive a weight of δ_{cmv} = 1 and all others receive a weight of δ_{cmv} = 0.

Previous Modeling Utility: The last trait involves running Algorithm 2 on the existing game-play data. Running the individual player update model on previous game-play data provides insights into how the model works in the actual game environment. This trait requires the use of a system that automatically generates
responses to presented states using a player model is already established.

First, Algorithm 2 runs with $\delta = 1$ for all state clusters, training the player model on some subset of a player’s game-play data (training set). Then it iterates through the remaining game-play instances (test set) and generate a response to each presented state, using both the individual player model and the generic player model. This repeats for each individual player in the game-play dataset. For each test set state, we then determine which response was most similar to the player’s actual response. Each time the individual player model is closer than the generic player model to the actual player response, tally a ‘win’ for the given state cluster and a ‘loss’ otherwise. The ratio of wins to losses for each state cluster makes up the previous modeling utility trait. The previous modeling utility trait weight, $\delta_{pma}$, is set according to a previous modeling utility threshold. All state clusters with a previous modeling utility above the threshold receive a weight of $\delta_{pma} = 1$ and all others receive a weight of $\delta_{pma} = 0$.

Calculating $\delta$: When Algorithm 2 runs, $\delta$ is set to the sum of all trait weights for the given state cluster multiplied by some value $q$ which is an experimental update increment set by the player. Line 6 shows how $\delta$ is calculated as a sum of the previously discussed trait weights.

3.4 Case Study: Space Navigator

This section demonstrates the player modeling paradigm, focusing specifically on the response generation section of the player modeling paradigm (unshaded area 3 of Figure 12), with a specific application in generating trajectory responses in Space Navigator. First, an outline of the initial data capture experiment within the Space Navigator environment is presented. Then, solutions are presented to three challenges specific to the game environment: developing a state representation,
comparing disparate trajectories, and finding a trajectory distance measure that is meaningful to humans. These solutions are then used to develop a trajectory response generation algorithm that utilizes a player model to generate trajectories similar to those that would have been provided by an individual player in the same situation.

**Initial Data Capture Experiment.**

An initial experiment captured a corpus of game-play data for further comparison and benchmarking of human *Space Navigator* game-play. Player data collection used a set of Samsung ATIV Smart PC tablet computers running the Windows 8 operating system. Data was collected from 32 participants playing 16 five-minute instances of *Space Navigator*. The instances represented four difficulty combinations, with two specific settings changing: (1) the number of NFZs and (2) the rate at which new ships appear.

The environment captures data associated with the game state whenever the player draws a trajectory. The data includes: time stamp, current score, ship spawn rate, NFZ move rate, bonus spawn interval, bonus info (number of bonuses, location, and lifespan of each), NFZ info (number of NFZs, location, and lifespan of each), other ship info (number of other ships, ship ID number, location, orientation, trajectory points, and lifespan of each), destination planet location, selected ship info (current ship’s location, ship ID number, orientation, lifespan, and time to draw the trajectory), and selected ship’s trajectory points. The final collected dataset consists of 63,030 instances, with each player’s dataset including an average of 1,950 state-trajectory instances.
State Representation.

*Space Navigator* states are dynamic both in number and location of objects. Bonuses and spaceships appear and disappear throughout the game and spaceships and NFZs move throughout the scene over time. The resulting infinite number of configurations makes individual state identification difficult. To shrink the large feature vectors obtained in the data capture, the state representation contains only the elements of a state that directly affect a player’s score (other ships, bonuses, and NFZs) scaled to a uniform size along with a feature indicating the relative length of the spaceship’s original distance from its destination. Algorithm 3 describes the state-space feature vector creation process.

**Algorithm 3** State-space feature vector creation algorithm.

```
1: input:
2: \( L \) = the straight-line trajectory from the spaceship to its destination planet.

3: initialize:
4: \( \eta \in \{0.0 \cdots 1.0\} \) = a weighting variable
5: \( s \) = an empty array of length 19
6: \( \text{zoneCount} = 1 \)
7: Translate all objects equally s.t. the selected spaceship is located at the origin.
8: Rotate all objects in state-space s.t. \( L \) lies along the \( X \)-axis.
9: Scale state-space s.t. \( L \) lies along the line segment from \((0,0)\) to \((1,0)\).
10: for each object type \( \vartheta \in (\text{OtherShip, Bonus, NFZ}) \) do
11:     for each zone \( z = 1 \rightarrow 6 \) do
12:         zoneCount = zoneCount + 1
13:         for each object \( o \) of type \( \vartheta \) in zone \( z \) do
14:             \( d_o \) = the shortest distance of \( o \) from \( L \)
15:             \( w_o = e^{-(\eta \cdot d_o)^2} \) \( \triangleright \) Gaussian weight function
16:         \( s[\text{zoneCount}] = s[\text{zoneCount}] + w_o \)
17:     end for
18: end for
19: \( s[19] \) = the non-transformed straight-line trajectory length
20: Normalize values of \( s \) between \([0, 1]\)
21: return \( s \)
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```
The algorithm first transforms the state-space features to a straight-line trajectory frame in Line 2. Line 7 translates the state space so the selected ship is at the origin. Line 8 rotates all the objects in state-space so that the straight-line trajectory between the ship and the destination planet is located on the $X$-axis. Then, Line 9 scales the state-space such that all straight-line trajectories are of equal length. These transformations allow disparate trajectories to be compared in the state-space.

The loop beginning on Line 10 accounts for the different element types and the loop beginning on Line 11 divides the state-space into six zones as shown in Figure 13. The first dividing line creates two zones along the straight-line trajectory. The second and third dividing lines occur perpendicular to the straight-line trajectory at the location of the spaceship and destination planet respectively. This effectively divides the state-space into three zones with relation to the spaceship’s straight-line path: behind the spaceship, along the path, and beyond the destination.

To compare disparate numbers of objects, the loop beginning in Line 13 uses a method similar to that used in [161]. Each zone collects a weight score $(s)$ for each object within the zone. This weight score is calculated using a Gaussian weighting function based on the minimum distance an object is from the straight-line trajectory. For objects beyond the destination planet or behind the spaceship, the minimum distance will not be perpendicular to the straight-line trajectory.

Figure 13 shows the transformation of the state into a feature vector using Algorithm 3. The state-space is transformed in relation to the straight-line trajectory, and a value is assigned to each “entity type + zone” pair accordingly. For example, Zone 1 has a bonus value of 0.11 and other ship and NFZ values of 0.00, since it only contains one bonus. The weighting function is evident in the fact that closer entities (Zone 6 - NFZ) have a higher score than entities that are farther away from the straight-line trajectory (Zone 1 - bonus).
Figure 13. The six zones surrounding the straight line trajectory in a Space Navigator state representation and the state representation calculated with Algorithm 3.

Lastly, the straight-line trajectory distance is captured. This accounts for the different tactics used when ships are at different distances from their destination. Ships that are very close to their destination are more likely to result in responses close to a straight-line trajectory, while those that must traverse nearly the entire screen will see a wider variance from the straight-line trajectory. The resulting state
representation values are normalized between zero and one.

**Trajectory Comparison.**

Trajectory generation requires a method to compare disparate trajectories. This is crucial to being able to determine the similarity or dissimilarity of two response trajectories [166]. However, trajectories generated within *Space Navigator* can vary in composition, containing differing numbers of points and point locations. This section describes how the trajectory generator permits trajectory comparison. Trajectory comparison requires both re-sampling and transformation. Trajectory re-sampling, based on linear interpolation [167], ensures all trajectories consist of the same number of points. The trajectory generator can then compare trajectories using a simpler distance measure.

Algorithm 4 performs trajectory re-sampling. The algorithm begins by keeping the same start and end points, then iterates through until the re-sampled trajectory is filled. The process first finds, in Line 10, the proportional relative position \( p_m \) of a point. The proportional relative position indicates where the \( i \)-th point would have fallen in the original trajectory and may fall somewhere between two points. Calculated in Line 16, the proportional distance \( d_m \) that \( p_m \) falls from the previous point in the old trajectory \( p_0 \) is the relative distance that the \( i \)-th re-sampled point falls from the previous point. To compare trajectories, the target number of points is set to 50 for re-sampling all the trajectories (i.e. \( n_{avg} \)). Fifty is approximately the mean number of points found in all the trajectories during the initial data capture.

Re-sampling the points in this manner has two advantages. First, the re-sampling process remains the same for both trajectories that are too long and too short. Secondly, the re-sampling process maintains the distribution of points along the trajectory. A long or short distance between two consecutive points, relative to other
Algorithm 4 Trajectory re-sampling algorithm.

1: inputs:
2: \( n_{\text{old}} = \) Number of points raw trajectory we are re-sampling contains
3: \( n_r = \) Number of points to which we are re-sampling
4: \( t_{\text{old}} = \) Array of \((x, y)\) points representing the raw trajectory we are re-sampling
5: initialize:
6: \( t_r = \) Empty array of \((x, y)\) points of length \(n_r\) to hold the re-sampled trajectory
7: \( t_r[1] = t_{\text{old}}[1] \)
8: \( t_r[n_r] = t_{\text{old}}[n_{\text{old}}] \)
9: for \( i = 2 \rightarrow n_r - 1 \) do
10: \( p_m = \left( \frac{n_{\text{old}}}{n_r} \right) \cdot i \)
11: \( p_0 = \lfloor p_m \rfloor \) \( \triangleright \) The position directly before \( p_m \)
12: \( p_1 = \lceil p_m \rceil \) \( \triangleright \) The position directly after \( p_m \)
13: if \( p_m = p_0 \) then
14: \( t_r[i] = t_{\text{old}}[p_m] \)
15: else
16: \( d_m = p_m - p_0 \)
17: \( (x_0, y_0) = t_{\text{old}}[p_0] \)
18: \( (x_1, y_1) = t_{\text{old}}[p_1] \)
19: \( t_r[i] = (x_0 + d_m (x_1 - x_0), y_0 + d_m (y_1 - y_0)) \)
20: end if
21: end for
22: return \( t_r \)

consecutive point distances within the trajectory, remains in the re-sampled trajectory. This ensures that trajectories drawn quickly or slowly maintain those sampling characteristics to some extent.

Once re-sampled, trajectories are translated, rotated, and resized in relation to the straight-line trajectory. Since Space Navigator state-space feature vector creation geometrically transforms a state, the trajectories generated in response to the state must be transformed in the same manner. This transformation ensures the state-space and trajectory response are positioned in the same state space.
Distance Measure.

To ensure the trajectories generated in *Space Navigator* are similar to those of an individual player, a distance measure must capture the objective elements of trajectory similarity such as comparing specific points. Additionally, an ideal similarity measure will also be meaningful to human players, in that the distance measure will be small when a human would think two trajectories are similar and large when two trajectories are dissimilar. A human-subject study confirmed that Euclidean trajectory distance not only distinguished between trajectories computationally, but also according to human conceptions of trajectory similarity. The experiment was conducted as follows in the *Space Navigator* environment.

Each of the 35 participants played two five-minute games of *Space Navigator* for familiarization purposes. Then each player completed 60 pre-scripted instances taken from previously captured games of *Space Navigator*. Each scenario starts from a paused *Space Navigator* instance and the spaceship upon which the player is expected to act blinks. The player responds to the scenario by drawing a trajectory for the blinking ship. The game is paused and the trajectory response is recorded. The scenario is then shown to the player again, with their trajectory replaced by three new trajectories superimposed onto the state. The player is asked to choose the trajectory that is “most similar” to the one they drew.

The three trajectories shown to the player include a straight line from the spaceship to its destination planet, the trajectory in the game-play database that is closest to the provided trajectory according to Euclidean trajectory distance, and the response trajectory to a random state from the same state cluster as the current state. The trajectories are presented as A, B, and C in randomized order. The trajectory selected by the player is recorded as the player’s choice as the most similar trajectory. The final collected dataset consists of 35 players completing 60 instances each, for a
total of 2,100 instances.

Average intra-trajectory distance between all three presented trajectories and trajectory length show Euclidean trajectory distance’s effectiveness. If Euclidean trajectory distance properly captures human conception of trajectory similarity, small intra-trajectory distances should mean that all three trajectories are similarly indistinguishable to humans. Very small intra-trajectory distances should indicate an almost random choice of “most similar” trajectory for the player, while the smallest Euclidean trajectory distance from the trajectory the player drew to one of the presented trajectories should be chosen with regularity at high average intra-trajectory distances. Additionally, smaller straight-line trajectory lengths allow for less distinguishability due to the constrained nature of possible actions at shorter distances. Therefore, small trajectory lengths should induce less certainty in the choice of “most similar” trajectories.

The results in Figure 14 show that Euclidean trajectory distance captures human conception of trajectory similarity well. All histograms were compiled in MATLAB, the number of bins \( (k) \) set according to Rices rule [168] \( (k = 2n^{1/3}, n = \text{the number of observations}) \), and the \( k \) bins equally sized between the minimum and maximum trajectory lengths. As expected, those trajectories presented with extremely small average intra-trajectory distances are chosen at an essentially random rate (23.8%). As the average intra-trajectory distance grows, the shortest Euclidean trajectory distance aligns with human conceptions of “most similar” at rates approaching 100%.

Euclidean trajectory distance also accounts for humans being less able to distinguish between shorter trajectories. Since players are more constrained in possible trajectory choices at short straight-line trajectory lengths, the average intra-trajectory distance correlates well with length as demonstrated in Figure 15. This shows a strong
positive correlation ($r = 0.5635, p = 0$).

Combining these insights, Figure 16 shows as trajectory length increases, the percentage of trajectories classified as most similar by humans more regularly matches with Euclidean trajectory distance. Euclidean trajectory distance, therefore, serves as an adequate measure of trajectory similarity in the *Space Navigator* game.

**Generate Response.**

The response generator utilizes a player model $P$ to generate player responses. This section describes a method to generate new trajectory responses using the cluster weights in $P$ that derive from either a generic or learned player model.
Figure 15. Average intra-trajectory distance as a function of trajectory length.

Existing trajectory generation research has tended to gravitate toward methods creating trajectories one point at a time. Using methods like trajectory libraries [169] or Gaussian mixture models [170], the trajectory generator predicts only the next point on the trajectory. Then it recursively continues the process of creating further points until it reaches the desired end state and returns the entire created trajectory. However, humans tend to think in terms of “full maneuvers” when generating trajectories, specifically for very quick trajectory generation tasks such as trajectory creation games [165]. Therefore, the Space Navigator trajectory response generator creates “full maneuver” trajectories.

The trajectory response generation algorithm takes as input: the number of trajectories to weight and combine for each response ($k$), the number of state and trajectory
clusters \((x\) and \(y\) respectively), the re-sampled trajectory size \((\mu)\), a new state \((s_{\text{new}})\), a player model \((P)\), the set of all state-trajectory cluster mappings \((M)\).

Line 10 begins by creating an empty trajectory of length \(\mu\) which will hold the trajectory generator’s response to \(s_{\text{new}}\). Line 11 then finds the state cluster \((S_{\text{close}})\) to which \(s_{\text{new}}\) maps. \(P_{\text{close}}\), created in Line 12, contains a set of likelihoods. \(P_{\text{close}}\) holds the likelihoods of the \(k\) most likely trajectory clusters to which state cluster \(S_{\text{close}}\) maps.

The loop beginning in Line 13 then builds the trajectory response to \(s_{\text{new}}\). Line 15 finds the instance assigned to both state cluster \(S_{\text{close}}\) and trajectory cluster \(T_i\) with the state closest to \(s_{\text{new}}\). The response to this state is then weighted according to
Algorithm 5 Trajectory response generation algorithm.

1: inputs:
2: \( k \) = the number of trajectories to combine
3: \( x \) = the number of state clusters
4: \( y \) = the number of trajectory clusters
5: \( \mu \) = the re-sampled trajectory size
6: \( s_{\text{new}} \) = a state we have not seen before
7: \( P \) = an \( x \times y \) player model
8: \( M = \{\langle S_1, T_1 \rangle, \langle S_1, T_2 \rangle, \cdots, \langle S_x, T_y \rangle\} \), all state-trajectory cluster mappings

9: initialize:
10: \( t_{\text{new}} (\mu) \leftarrow \) an empty trajectory of \( \mu \) points

11: \( S_{\text{close}} \) = the closest state cluster to state \( s_{\text{new}} \)
12: \( P_{\text{close}} = \max_k [P_{S_{\text{close}},(z|\forall z \in 1,\ldots,y)}] \)
13: for each \( P_{\text{close},i} \in P_{\text{close}} \) do
14: \( T_i = \) the trajectory cluster associated with \( P_{\text{close},i} \)
15: \( s_{\text{close},i} \leftarrow \) state closest to \( s_{\text{new}} \) in \( \langle S_{\text{close},i}, T_i \rangle \)
16: \( t_{\text{close},i} \leftarrow \) the response trajectory to \( s_{\text{close},i} \)
17: for \( \nu = 1 \rightarrow \mu \) do
18: \( t_{\text{new}} (\nu) = t_{\text{new}} (\nu) + t_{\text{close},i} (\nu) \cdot P_{\text{close},i} \)
19: end for
20: end for
21: \( t_{\text{new}} = t_{\text{new}} / \sum_{i=1}^{k} P_{\text{close},i} \)
22: return \( t_{\text{new}} \)

the likelihoods in \( P \). The loop in Line 17, then combines the \( k \) trajectories using a weighted average for each of the \( \mu \) points of the trajectory. The weighted average trajectory points are then normalized across the \( k \) weights used for the trajectory combination in Line 21. The trajectory returned by Line 22 is the trajectory response generation algorithms response to state \( s_{\text{new}} \) according to the player model \( P \).

3.5 Experiment and Results

This section describes an experiment to test the real-time individual player modeling trajectory generator and presents insights gained from the experiment. The
results show that the individual player modeling trajectory generator is able to create trajectories more similar to those of a given player than a generic player-modeling trajectory generator, with a limited amount of training data. Additionally, the results show how the model provides insights for a better understanding of what separates different players’ game-play through an analysis of the individual player models in comparison to the generic player model.

**Experiment Settings.**

The experiment compares trajectories created with the generic player model and the individual player model, they are further compared with a trajectory generator that always draws a straight line between the spaceship and its destination planet. The first five games worth of state-trajectory pairs are set aside as a training dataset and eleven games of state-trajectory pairs are set aside as a testing dataset, with each game containing on average 123 state-trajectory pairs. Five training games was chosen as a benchmark for learning an individual player model to force the system to quickly pull insights that would manifest in later game-play. For each of 32 players, the individual player model is trained on the five-game training dataset using Algorithm 2 with the trait score weights. The generic player model and straight-line methods do not require training.

Next, each state in the given player’s testing set is presented to all three trajectory generators. The difference between the generated trajectory and the actual trajectory provided by the given player is recorded. The experiment presents states in the order recorded in the original games. The individual player model does not train on the testing data. The experiment also saves the individual player models for later comparison and evaluation. Table 1 shows specific experimental values for the individual player model.
Table 1. Experimental variable settings for individual player modeling using Algorithm 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Update Increment ((q))</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Population Threshold</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Mapping Variance Threshold</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Modeling Utility Threshold</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three learning thresholds were set specifically for *Space Navigator* as follows. The state cluster population threshold is set at a value of one standard deviation over the mean cluster size, specifically 240. Forty of 500 state clusters received a cluster population weight of \(\delta_{cp} = 1\) and 460 received a population weight of \(\delta_{cp} = 0\).

The cluster variance ratio threshold is 17, with 461 of 500 state clusters receiving a cluster variance weight of \(\delta_{cmv} = 1\). For the previous modeling utility, a player model was trained for each of the 32 players with five games worth of data. Then each of the remaining 11 games were predicted using both the trained player model and the generic player model. For each state across all 32 players, a Euclidean trajectory distance from the generic and individual player models predicted trajectories was calculated from the actual trajectory responses. The cutoff is a learning value of 3, with 442 of 500 clusters receiving a previous modeling utility score of \(\delta_{pma} = 1\).

To account for the indistinguishability of shorter trajectories described in Section 3.4, results were removed for state-trajectory pairs with straight-line trajectory length less than length 10.12 meters in the *Space Navigator* environment (approximately 3.5 centimeters on the tablets with 29.5 centimeter screens used for experiments). This distance was chosen as it represents the intersection in Figure 16 at which trajectory lengths reach an accuracy one standard deviation below the mean of trajectory similarity classification accuracy.
Individual Player Modeling Results.

Testing of the game-play databases shows that the trajectories generated using the individual player model significantly improved individual player imitation results when compared to those generated by the generic player model and the straight line trajectory generator. Table 2 and Figure 17 show results comparing trajectories generated using each database with the actual trajectory provided by the player, showing the mean Euclidean trajectory distance and standard error of the mean across all 32 players and instances.

Figure 17. Euclidean trajectory distance between generated trajectories and actual trajectory responses across three trajectory generation methods.

The individual player model generator provides an improvement over the other models. The mean Euclidean trajectory distance of 1.8640 provides a statistically
Table 2. Mean and standard error of the Euclidean trajectory distances (in $SpaceNavigator$ environment meters) across all state-trajectory pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Mean Euclidean Traj Dist</th>
<th>Std Err</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Player Model</td>
<td>1.8640</td>
<td>±0.0063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight Line Generator</td>
<td>1.8781</td>
<td>±0.0069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Player Model</td>
<td>1.8784</td>
<td>±0.0063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

significant improvement over the straight line and generic player models, as standard error across all instances from all 32 players does not overlap with the latter two player models. The similar player model improves the generic databases accuracy by learning more from a selected subset of presented states to ensure that the player model more accurately generates similar trajectories.

**Individual Player Model Insight Generation.**

The individual player models provide insight into general and specific game-play. Comparing the player model learning value changes with the aspects of a state representation allows us to understand what aspects of a state influence game-play and to what degree. How player model changes correlate with the state representation enables game designers a better understanding of what distinguishes individual gameplay within the game environment. In turn, this understanding allows for game design improvements.

Table 3 shows the results of a Pearson’s linear correlation between the mean learning value change of each state cluster across all 32 players and the state representation values of the associated state cluster centroids. The results show that there is a statistically significant negative correlation between the mean learning value changes and all of the zones, but some changes are much larger than others.

The overall negative correlation arises among object/zone pairs intuitively. High
object/zone pair score imply a large or close presence of an object of the given type, constraining the possible trajectories available to all players. For example, a large presence of other ships in a given zone influences all players to avoid sending trajectories near that area. Therefore, there is more differentiability of player actions available when more freedom of trajectory movement is available.

With the “Ship to Planet Distance” feature, longer distances correlate to less learning value change among player models, with the strongest correlation of all features: $r$ of $-0.6434$ and $p$-value $< 0.0001$. There are several possible explanations for this behavior, including: (1) players are more constrained over long distances and therefore differentiate their actions less, (2) as distances get longer, the variance in the way an individual player draws trajectories in similar situations increases, therefore allowing for no learning of individual tendencies, (3) shorter distances better capture consistent tendencies that a player will carry along to distinguish his game-play over time.

Another aspect that Table 3 begins to show is the importance of the middle zones in comparison to the “before” and “after” zones. Figures 18, 19 and, 20 illustrate this point graphically.

![Figure 18](image)

**Figure 18.** Graphical representation of the correlation coefficient for each Other Ship/-Zone score with the mean change in learning values in player models.

The $r$ values show that the middle two zones provide an larger influence on the
amount of change in the learning values. For example, in Figure 18 the $r$ values for zones two and five are more than double those of any other zone. This idea is somewhat intuitive as this is the area that the ship will traverse, providing the most likely cause for interaction with objects of any given type.

Figures 18, 19, and 20 and Table 3 provide insight into the relative value that players place on certain types of objects. For example, determining the correlation coefficients of different Object/Zone Pairs can show that No Fly Zones in the middle two zones provide a significantly smaller influence on learning value changes than other ships do in the same zones. Since there is such a large difference, we can infer
that players reactions to other ships are more valuable in determining how a person will play the game than No Fly Zones.

Three examples of how player modeling insights can be used in game applications involve training, game design, and player automation. The player models can be used to find places where specific users who are doing really well are properly valuing certain actions (e.g. avoiding other ships) according to the incentives. Proper valuations can then be communicated to players during training within the environment. Another example is that, we can use the player modeling insights to design point structures to more closely align with the way players perceive the value of different object types. In Space Navigator, increasing the point magnitudes of No-Fly Zones and Bonuses makes the game more difficult by equally balancing the incentive structure, encouraging less focus on a single objective over the others. Lastly, modeling a specific player enables the designer to incorporate an automated player to play like a specific expert or current user within the game.

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work

The real-time individual player modeling paradigm presented in this paper is able to generate trajectories similar to those of a specific Space Navigator player. The system is able to operate in real-time without needing to perform time-consuming offline calculations to update player models. Additionally, the gains in individual player imitation are found in a relatively small amount of game-play (five games/25 minutes). The player models developed to imitate players also allow for a better understanding of what traits of a given state provide understanding of player differences which occur for different states.

This work provides opportunities for several areas of future work. Further studies will research the effects of using the trajectory generator to act as an automated
aid for players interacting with the *Space Navigator* game. Additionally, further analysis of the player modeling methods could yield further insights into how much differentiation of individual players can be gained over different amounts of time. Moreover, imitating individual players could provide helpful insights in determining how experts play *Space Navigator* to aid in experiments to learn how to improve player training.
Table 3. Correlation of each state representation value with the mean change in associated state cluster learning values in player models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Pearson’s r</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zone 1 - Other Ships</td>
<td>−0.1227</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 2 - Other Ships</td>
<td>−0.3911</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 3 - Other Ships</td>
<td>−0.1616</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 4 - Other Ships</td>
<td>−0.1465</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 5 - Other Ships</td>
<td>−0.4244</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 6 - Other Ships</td>
<td>−0.1903</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 1 - Bonuses</td>
<td>−0.1569</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 2 - Bonuses</td>
<td>−0.3552</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 3 - Bonuses</td>
<td>−0.2212</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 4 - Bonuses</td>
<td>−0.1662</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 5 - Bonuses</td>
<td>−0.3693</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 6 - Bonuses</td>
<td>−0.2056</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 1 - NFZs</td>
<td>−0.1002</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 2 - NFZs</td>
<td>−0.2749</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 3 - NFZs</td>
<td>−0.1184</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 4 - NFZs</td>
<td>−0.1159</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 5 - NFZs</td>
<td>−0.2398</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 6 - NFZs</td>
<td>−0.1040</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship to Planet Distance</td>
<td>−0.6434</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. Adaptive Automation System Design Life Cycle

With a trajectory drawing automation system in place for the Space Navigator environment, the focus of research moved to developing an adaptive automation system with it. However, our initial placement of the adaptive automation system within the Space Navigator task relationship diagram proved unsuccessful. This setback spurred the generation of a development life-cycle to address the setbacks and characteristics common to adaptive automation system design and implementation.

The lessons learned from the Space Navigator adaptive automation design and implementation process are presented in this chapter. As in previous chapters, the work presented here is a slightly modified version of a paper submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Human Machine Systems,\textsuperscript{1} with repeated material removed.

4.1 Introduction

Automated systems bring the promises of reduced manpower costs and human error, creating systems that will reduce human workload within complex environments. Tasks that were previously performed by a human can theoretically be offloaded onto a machine to achieve workload reductions. Human workload reductions then allow the human to perform increasingly desirable tasks. However, operators can over-rely on automation, decreasing their situation awareness and allowing skills which are necessary during automation failures to atrophy. To address this problem increasing research emphasis has been placed on Adaptive Automation (AA) [4, 63, 90]. Several research efforts have addressed aspects of AA system design [1, 3, 4, 25, 42], but do not propose a system development life-cycle to implement AA in systems from beginning to end. To address this problem, this paper presents a novel Adaptive Automation

System Development Life Cycle (AASDLC).

The AASDLC improves upon previous systems and software design life-cycles by placing a focus on issues related to adaptive automation. These issues include identifying locations for AA within a system, dealing with unexpected changes from adding AA, and understanding how to trigger AA changes. The AASDLC begins by utilizing the Function to Task Design Process Model (FTTDPM) [1] that aligns the system’s design with the actual implementation before AA is added to the system. User testing then enables the practitioner to ensure that the implemented system reflects the actual system in operation. Using the insights gained from user testing allows the FTTDPM to identify useful areas for AA within the existing system. The resulting automation is then implemented using an AA trigger and human-machine interface, designed with the overall AA goal in mind. Another set of user tests ensures that user behavior when employing the AA aligns with expectations and the AA goals in the implemented system. Multiple iterations within segments of the life-cycle enable the creation of a system that will be ready for release.

This research provides three contributions to AA system development. First, it presents the AASDLC created specifically to address AA system design and implementation. The second is an AA user feedback model, that assesses user feedback on two dimensions: ‘qualitative vs. quantitative’ and ‘directed vs. undirected.’ This model is used throughout the AASDLC to inform the design and implementation processes. Third, the AASDLC includes a new model for AA triggers that couples Feigh et al.’s trigger type taxonomy [3] with a trigger mode. The trigger mode enables representation of discrete, continuous, or complex triggers to show the many ways that AA can adapt in a specific situation.

This paper presents the AA system development life-cycle by first explaining the entire process and then stepping through each phase. This life-cycle is then demon-
strated through an example AA system design and implementation in the Space Navigator environment, analyzing strengths and weaknesses of the implementation and suggesting improvements through application of the life-cycle.

4.2 Related Work

Research influencing AA system development includes the areas of adaptive automation models, system and software development life-cycles, specialized topic area system development life-cycles, and user centered design methodologies.

Adaptive Automation Models.

Adaptive automation (AA), sometimes known as adaptive systems, is the component of a human-machine system that enables dynamic adjustment of the machine portion of the system to the changing environment in which the overall human-machine system operates [1, 3]. AA system design involves implementing both a specific adaptation type and a trigger(s) to adjust the type or level of automation [3].

Adaptation types include changes to function allocation, task scheduling, human-machine interaction, or content; but the most commonly addressed adaptation type is function allocation [3]. Parasuraman et al. [4] define an automation allocation as one of ten levels of automation (LOA) across four stages of human information processing. Research has subsequently used dynamic changes in LOA to create AA systems [25, 42]. The FTTDPM for AA system design [1] focuses on adaptations involving function allocation. Although FTTDPM provides a design methodology focusing on where to place adaptive nodes within a system, it does not address how to implement the AA system.

After selecting an adaptation, an AA trigger determines when and to what extent to adjust the automation. Feigh et al [3] list five types of triggers: operator based,
system based, environment based, task and mission based, and spatiotemporal. Although work has been done to explore the effects different types and complexities of triggers have on human or system performance, little work has been done on AA trigger design [11,171].

**System and Software Development Life-Cycles.**

A *system development life-cycle* is the general term for a structured process for designing and implementing information systems. In many cases the terms system development and software development are used interchangeably when referring to the same life-cycles [172, 173]. Several system development life-cycles have been developed to serve differing purposes. The Waterfall model is a software development life-cycle that follows a sequential step approach through the design process and into implementation [82]. Although useful as an idealized life-cycle, in practice most software development processes are not able to follow such sequential ordering. Therefore, several iterative system development life-cycles [83, 174–177] have been developed to allow simultaneous evolution of requirements and implementation as questionable assumptions are revealed.

The newer life-cycles attempt to decompose aspects of the waterfall model into smaller chunks [174] or create a more agile process where steps can be repeated as the understanding of requirements and system limitations are revealed [176]. As opposed to the waterfall model’s assumption that requirements must be completely understood at the start of the process, the new life-cycles allow refinement of requirements throughout the process as the steps accumulate domain knowledge and feedback. Common to all life-cycles are phases that include some form of: requirements gathering, system design, software implementation, software testing, and end product release. Each life-cycle may add or combine steps, change the ordering of
steps, iterate over steps, or add cycles.

A few of the more popular development life-cycles include iterative development [175], the spiral model [83], SCRUM [174], extreme programming [176], and rapid application development [177]. Although several life-cycles exist for systems and software development, AA-specific design considerations are not addressed. AA-specific concerns include identifying possible locations for AA within a human-machine system, handling unexpected changes that result from AA, and developing effective AA triggers. Although different development life-cycles may address some of these concerns, AA implementations must address each concern and potential interaction.

**Specialized Topic Area Development Life-Cycles.**

Several research areas have created system development life-cycles to address concerns specific to their industry, and their evolution instructs development of AA. One of the more robust of these areas is data mining, where several life-cycles exist. Other areas with specific life-cycles include mixed reality system design and control system software design.

Several data mining system development life-cycles have been proposed, including: Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) [84]; Sample, Explore, Modify, Model and Assess (SEMMA) [178]; Two Crows [179]; Refined Data Mining Process (RDMP) [180]; and CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) [85]. The CRISP-DM process has been the most widely adopted [181], with its two-part nature setting it apart from other life-cycles. Specifically, CRISP-DM defines a data mining process across different levels and then provides a methodology to implement data mining systems.

Another specific application of system development involves human-computer interaction within mixed reality systems (where entities must simultaneously act in
both real and virtual worlds), [182] creates the Extended Tracks Unified Process (2TUP) to address interaction requirements. Di Orio et al [86] create a development life-cycle for control systems within the automotive industry considers not only best practices, but also actual systems in place within the industry.

The data mining, mixed reality, and control system software development life-cycles provide examples for the AASDLC, by extending several development principles to a specific focus area. Most of the life-cycles address development as an iterative structure and all of them identify specific concerns that must be addressed due to the peculiarities of the chosen field.

**User-Centered Design.**

User-Centered Design (UCD), also referred to as User-Centered System Design [110], is “a process focusing on usability throughout the entire development process and further throughout the system life-cycle.” The UCD system development life-cycle involves six steps: vision and plan, analyze requirements and user needs, design for usability, evaluate use in context, feedback/plan the next iteration, and construct and deploy. Like several other life-cycles, such as CRISP-DM or the spiral model, the UCD system life-cycle is iterative, with many steps and/or sets of steps repeated as information is gained in the process. To maintain a usability focus, the life-cycle evolves around a set of 12 key principles. Applying these principles, the five most important UCD methods for a successful project according a survey of UCD practitioners [183] include: field studies, user requirements analysis, iterative design, and usability evaluation, and task analysis.

Past research efforts [41,184] have indicated that UCD concepts could improve AA system development. Although UCD may not have a process that explicitly addresses adaptive automation, lessons learned from UCD implementations provide insight into
moving AA systems from the design models that already exist into implementations. These lessons become increasingly apparent with common AA goals such as reducing workload or increasing task throughput.

4.3 Methodology

The Adaptive Automation System Design Life Cycle (AASDLC), shown in Figure 21, creates a methodology to address the design and implementation of adaptive automation. The process consists of six phases, each with component parts. Like the spiral model, CRISP-DM, and UCD processes; the progression through the process is not always linear, especially when expectations of design do not meet the reality of implementation. Further, like the CRISP-DM and 2TUP models, the process is divided into 2 stages, the first focused on the design and implementation of the system before automation and the second on the design and implementation after adaptive automation is added. This two-stage division permits simplification of the design as it reduces the complexity created by trying to design an AA without a complete understanding of the system in place. This section describes each life-cycle phase, comparing the phase to similar stages in existing life-cycles and proposing questions designers should consider.

**Phase 1: Define Adaptive Automation Goals.**

The first phase in the AASDLC is to define the goals of the system and the AA goal. An *adaptive automation goal* documents why the human and machine are interacting within the system in an adaptive manner. AA goals should not define how the human and machine will interact, but rather provide a theoretical reasoning for why adaptive automation is being used in a specific instance. The AA goal should be framed in the context of the overall system’s goal.
Successfully achieving a well-designed AA goal should improve the chances of the system achieving its goals through the removal of adverse inputs and effects and/or increasing positive inputs and effects. A common AA goal is to reduce human workload within the overall system, while permitting the user to maintain a high level of situation awareness or practice skills which can be important during automation failures [42].

Workload reduction, particularly when the environment introduces elevated workload, increases the system’s ability to perform more tasks during periods of excessive task load and allows the human and machine to perform successfully during condi-
tions that would otherwise require multiple people or result in mission failure. This AA goal aims to remove the negative effects of a high human workload and should be as specific as possible, indicating the level of task load to which the system must respond.

The designer should also determine if AA is required to achieve the overall goal, as a system employing AA will be more complex than a nonadaptive system. Further design phases and implementation may change the designer’s understanding of the previously defined AA goal’s ability to actually help achieve the overall system goal, as indicated by the feedback loops to phase one in Figure 21.

Comparison to Other Life-Cycles.

The ‘define AA goals’ phase in the AASDLC is similar to the ‘Determine Over-Arching Goal’ step in the FTTDPM, the ‘Vision and plan’ phase of UCD and the ‘Business Understanding’ step of CRISP-DM. The define AA goals phase takes the context of the overall system, and specifically addresses how practitioners intend to use AA to their advantage.

Designer Questions.

• What is the overall system goal? How can AA help achieve this goal? How could AA hurt this goal?

• Why is AA required? What do we want the AA system to adapt to?

• Is AA required to achieve this goal? Is there a simpler system that achieves this goal without adaptability?
Phase 2: Align the design and system.

As shown in Figure 22, aligning the design and the system is a cyclical two-fold process involving capturing the system in the design and implementing the design in the system. To capture the system as implemented one must capture every system task, whether the functions are instantiated as human tasks or machine tasks. An accurate human-machine system design provides better insight into how AA can be added. While this phase appears to assume that an existing technical system exists, this is not required but might include any system(s), technical or procedural, which accomplishes the goals of the system under design. Two tasks are needed to implement the design in a system. First, the designer must ensure all functions represented in the design are performed in the system. Second, the designer must ensure that each function is instantiated properly as a human or machine task according to design specifications.

![Diagram of the alignment process between design and system]

Figure 22. The align design and system phase of the AASDLC, ensures the system implements the design and the design properly represents the system.

A description methodology must be used to design a new system or capture the existing one. Several description methodologies exist, including ConcurTaskTrees [124], DIANE+ [122], GOMS [121], and HAMSTERS [129]. However, the FTTPDM [1] was
designed specifically to help determine where AA could fit well within a system. As such, the Function Relationship Diagrams (FRD) and Task Relationship Diagrams (TRD) of the FTTDPM form the underpinnings of the AASDLC. The FRD captures all of the functions performed within a designed system, their temporal dependence, and the information which must be passed from one task to enable the subsequent task. The TRD then instantiates each function either to a human or a machine. Using the concept of inherent tasks, which include functionalities not present when a function is unallocated, but arise only when the function is assigned to a human or machine entity (e.g. a human-machine interaction task that arises when function control moves from a human to a machine), the TRD then allows the practitioner to determine where AA could benefit the overall system by considering several factors including the information that must be conveyed between the human and system to facilitate the handover of tasks between the two entities. The end product of the FTTDPM, the Auto-TRD, is a TRD that represents AA nodes within the design.

Capturing the system involves steps 2-6 of the FTTDPM, ‘identify high-level functions,’ ‘decompose functions,’ ‘construct function relationship diagram,’ ‘instantiate functions to tasks,’ and ‘separate inherent tasks’ respectively.

Additionally, in the case where there is no pre-existing system, implementing the system as currently designed becomes paramount. The main reason for this is to help determine the limits of the automation. Without implementing the TRD into an active system, an AA could be designed that is not feasible. This phase involves several iterations of the process in Figure 22–adjusting the TRD and changing system implementation until the two align. To move beyond this phase, the system implementation need not be to the level of an end user system.
Comparison to Other Life-Cycles.

Capturing the system design within the TRD overlaps with a few different life-cycles in different ways. Within UCD the ‘vision and plan’ and ‘design for usability’ steps are important in capturing the system design, but it could overlap with other steps as well. Within the CRISP-DM framework, the *capture system as implemented* portion of this phase aligns under ‘business understanding.’ On the other hand, the *implement design in system* portion of this phase falls in disparate steps: aligning well with ‘prototyping’ in the spiral model and the ‘data understanding’ phase in CRISP-DM.

Designer Questions.

- Which functionality in the system is allocated as a human task and which as machine?
- Who would better perform each function in the system, the human or the machine?
- What inherent functionalities (extra tasks) are present that may not be captured in the initial designs?
- Will automation be feasible, timely, and effective for the items allocated to the machine?

Phase 3: Verify design and implementation alignment through user testing.

The next phase of the AASDLC utilizes user testing and feedback to verify design and system alignment, prior to AA inclusion. User feedback designed along two dimensions, quantitative vs. qualitative and directed vs. undirected, allow for both
inductive and deductive insights of how well the system meets AA goals. Figure 23 shows the phase in its entirety.

Figure 23. The verify alignment through user testing (Pre AA) phase of the AASDLC, gathers feedback from users to enable to a better understanding of the system before AA is added.

Feedback devices take one of two forms, quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative feedback is numerical and allows the practitioner to compare responses mathemati-
cally, while qualitative feedback allows the user to elaborate on a topic of interest– which can make comparison difficult. The purpose of obtaining both forms of feedback is that quantitative feedback empowers deductive reasoning, while qualitative feedback feeds inductive reasoning [185]. Quantitative feedback can be used deductively to prove or disprove an already held assumption. As such, quantitative feedback helps us begin at the goal and find user data to either prove or disprove whether the overall system goals are met in the system. Qualitative feedback can be used inductively to build the system’s overall goal from user experiences. We can use qualitative feedback from user observations to make broader assumptions about how the system works in practice, thus deciphering what the users see as the goal of the system, apart from any preset notions of the goal.

Feedback is then gathered either in a directed (e.g. prompting feedback on specific items) or undirected manner (e.g. asking for general feelings on the system). Directed feedback can be used to ensure that feedback is gathered surrounding a specific interest item. Directed feedback can give insight into the design itself or even directly address whether the goal is met. Undirected feedback, on the other hand allows for unearthing more general sentiments or beliefs about the system that would not be readily apparent.

Example feedback devices from each of the four quadrants, shown in Figure 23 include: Asking each user to verify the system TRD by adding or removing items would be a form qualitative directed feedback. A quantitative directed feedback mechanism could be to ask each user to rate the difficulty or importance of each task within the system TRD. A qualitative undirected feedback mechanism for helping with AA design could include asking for sub-tasks within the system that would be useful to have the computer perform intermittently. Quantitative undirected feedback measures must be collected within the system without directing the user to a specific
focus, requiring the system to record user performance data within the environment such as time on task or performance score.

A collection of all four types of feedback provides a more robust design and implementation alignment, but care must be taken to focus feedback on the AA goal. If the goal of AA is to relieve the user of stress at all costs, feedback geared toward workload should take precedence over feedback determining engagement levels. The last component of feedback device design is to form a prediction of the feedback that will be gathered by each device. Forming this prediction allows the practitioner to have a point of comparison between “how he or she expects the human-machine system to behave” and “how it actually behaves during user tests.”

Designing the user test should ensure that a sufficient number of users are sampled, the users sufficiently represent the class of users who will use the end system, and the task environment sufficiently mimics the target task environment. During the user test, feedback devices should be checked to address any unexpected errors. If any devices provide no, incomplete, or unexpected feedback; they can be corrected at an early stage. Improperly designed feedback devices or unexpected feedback can cause a complete repeat of the user test.

Once the user test is complete, the feedback received must be transformed into actionable insights. Transforming feedback into actionable insights for verifying design and system alignment begins by comparing the feedback predictions to the user results, and then creating specific changes that can be made to the design or system. Feedback that differs even slightly from expectation indicates a flaw in the practitioner’s understanding of how the system behaves, and therefore a problem with alignment. These insights should then be captured in the design and implemented in the system.
Comparison to Other Life-Cycles.

The ‘verify design and implementation alignment through user testing’ phase of the life-cycle compares well to the ‘Feedback’ and ‘Construct’ phases of UCD, giving the practitioner insights that may be missed due to the level of involvement in the design of the system. This phase also imitates the incremental model’s approach to deploying a system multiple times, but avoids the need to completely step through the entire process each time.

Designer Questions.

• Does user sentiment agree with our design of the system? If not, where?

• Where do users think AA would benefit the system?

• Does data gathered from user interaction with the system support the flow of information in our design?

• What hidden factors did we not capture in our initial system design documents?

Phase 4: Add adaptive automation to design and system.

The fourth phase of the AASDLC sets it apart from other system development life-cycles. The goal of this phase is to add AA to the system, resulting in a system with an integrated AA element, trigger, and interface along with an Auto-TRD that reflects the previous TRD with AA nodes identified. First, this phase adds an automation element. Then, an AA trigger is designed that adaptively changes between levels of automation. Finally, the design of how the handoff will be performed as automation is engaged (i.e. the human-machine interface) is crucial in that situational information must be effectively communicated between entities. These three stages are highly
interconnected and influence each other. The following paragraphs address each of the stages illustrated in Figure 24.

**Phase 4: Add adaptive automation**

- Determine AA locations
- Formulate and implement adaptive automation
  - Formulate automated element
  - Implement automated element
  - Formulate AA trigger
  - Implement AA trigger
  - Formulate AA interface
  - Implement AA interface
- Design [Auto-TRD]
- System

Figure 24. The add adaptive automation phase of the AASDLC creates the AA, which consists of an automated element, AA trigger, and AA interface.

A decision must be made as to what portion of the overall system's task will be automated. This process has been previously outlined in step seven of the FTTDPM, 'Define Adaptive Automation States.' In this method, the designer considered the number of possible automation states to be applied (adapted among), the difficulty or complexity of task handoffs, node clustering of tasks into a unit to be automated, branch counting (e.g. counting the number of pieces of information that must be
communicated between the human and machine entities), and comparing the task load imposed by each task or cluster of tasks which might be potentially automated). Results from previous phases of the AASDLC can help influence the choice of an AA location. Once a location is identified, the next three stages will follow a rough order, but will overlap and create cycles in their design and implementation.

The first stage of AA formulation and implementation is to formulate and implement the automation element. It is important to only automate one portion of the task at a time. If there are multiple elements of the task that will be automated—switching between many discrete levels or even continuously adjusting some portion of the task—adding the automations one at a time will account for unexpected consequences without having to determine which AA element is responsible, unless there are interaction effects. The actual formulation of the automation element is a software engineering problem, wherein some automated system is engineered to perform a portion of the task.

Adaptive automation triggers will fall into one of several types according to the taxonomy created by Feigh et al [3], as shown in Figure 25. Further, all triggers switch between discrete automation settings or adapt the automation in some way on a continuous scale. All adaptive automation triggers can be modeled as a distinct pairing of trigger type (from the taxonomy) and mode (continuous or discrete) and the combination of multiple simple triggers can produce ever more complex trigger designs.

The formulation of the associated human-machine interface begins after completing the AA trigger. When determining how to pass information from the human to the machine and vice versa, note what information about the previous tasks must be communicated between the human and machine, as identified in the TRD. The fact that this transfer of knowledge requires perceptual, cognitive, and motor resources on
Figure 25. Feigh et al’s taxonomy of adaptive automation trigger types adapted from [3].

The part of the human highlights the reason to select the portion of the automated task based upon the complexity and number of elements of information that must be transferred. Insight into the human-machine interface design theory and practice is beyond the scope of this research, and we point the reader to the work of Inagaki [186], Kaber et al [41,71], and Miller et al [187].

Comparison to Other Life-Cycles.

Since we are adding AA to an already implemented system, the life-cycle is split into two parts: pre- and post-AA. With this in mind, the most compelling comparison can be made within domain specific system development life-cycles. Most domain specific life-cycles, such as 2TUP, contain similarities to generic system design life-cycles, but add specific process tasks and re-arrange steps to normal methods based on domain insights needed at certain points in the problem. These added steps influence the proceeding process elements. The AASDLC sees some of the same consequences: the post-AA phases of the process imitate the pre-AA phases, but they have differences due to the placement of AA in the system at this specific juncture.
**Designer Questions.**

- What locations in the TRD prove most conducive to AA based on the FTTDPM AA identification tools?

- How can we automate the chosen element within the task structure? What impacts will the specific chosen method have on the surrounding elements?

- What type of AA trigger should we use based on the overall AA goal? What mode (continuous or discrete) should we use to adjust the automation?

- What information needs to be communicated between entities during AA hand-offs? How can the human-machine interface effectively communicate this information?

**Phase 5: Verify AA design and implementation alignment through user testing.**

The user test for phase five is similar to the methods used in phase three. The difference is that the feedback should tie specifically to assessing the goal of the AA. The goal of this phase is to verify AA designed and implemented reflect each other. Data gathered through user testing should allow the practitioner to determine whether or not the design choices and implementation reflect what real users experience in the system.

In this phase, the FTTDPM’s idea of inherent tasks is useful. When interacting with a system that is adaptive, users may discover new functions that are inherently assigned to them that were not considered previously. The arrival of unforeseen inherent tasks should prompt a reiteration of this phase or a complete revisiting of one of the previous phases. Both users who participated in previous system tests without AA implemented and users who’ve never seen the system before should participate.
in this phase. The differences in how the users perform the task can reveal unseen biases in design and implementation.

**Figure 26.** The verify AA alignment through user testing (Post AA) phase of the AASDLC, utilizes user feedback to ensure the system operates as expected after AA is added.

**Comparison to Other Life-Cycles.**

Similar to phase three, this one is also similar to the ‘Feedback’ and ‘Construct’ phases of UCD, specifically helping to illuminate unforeseen consequences of AA.

**Designer Questions.**

- Does the system as implemented meet its AA goals according to user sentiment and performance?

- Can the users understand the implemented AA? Does it act as expected?
- Does data gathered from user interaction with the system support the Auto-TRD design?

- What hidden factors did we not capture in the Auto-TRD? Do we need to update the Auto-TRD or implement a missing feature?

**Release Implemented System.**

The last phase of the AASDLC is to **release** the system to users in the desired environment. By this time the overall system should meet the desired system goal and the AA goal should be discernibly met. Although design and implementation may be done, further updates may come once the system is put into practice and the practitioner should expect further iterations on different phases of the life-cycle. When the system is placed in the field, some feedback should be collected to insure that performance as expected from laboratory studies transfers to the final environment.

**Comparison to Other Life-Cycles.**

Since the goal of all system development life-cycles is to create an end product, this phase is similar across all life-cycles. However, what sets the AASDLC apart from the rest is that the release criteria of the end product is incumbent upon not only meeting the overall system goal, but also the underlying AA goal. If this is not met, the AA system may not work as expected.

**Designer Questions.**

- Does the system as implemented meet the overall system goal? Does it meet the overall AA goal?

- To which situations does the system respond well in operation? To which does it respond poorly?
• What changes could have been made to the design process to improve the transition to the real-world?

• What fundamental changes are apparent in the system that need to be communicated to the end users of the system?

4.4 Use Case

This section examines the AASDLC with an example adaptive automation system development. The authors designed and implemented AA in the *Space Navigator* [1, 138] tablet computer game. The application of the AASDLC to *Space Navigator* that follows provides an example of how the AASDLC can aid the development process, given both good and bad decisions.

**Phase 1: Define Adaptive Automation Goals.**

The overall goal of the *Space Navigator* system was to provide a test environment to evaluate how users interact with an adaptive automation. Specifically, the AA goal was to have the machine take over for the human in an adaptive manner and perform a portion of the overall task similarly to how the human interacting with the system would perform it. Doing this at a time when ships appeared at a rate that exceeded the human operator’s ability to route the ships, monitor their paths, and re-route if necessary. The reason for performing a portion of the task similarly to a human rather than optimally was to create a system for a research project to identify the effects of similarity of action on human-machine teams. The resulting system will allow researchers to test how users respond to adaptive automations that act similarly to how they would in a given situation, in comparison to AAs that act dissimilarly.

The agent was to permit the user to safely route more spaceships to a planet than
they could on their own, thus improving their scores under high task load conditions, while permitting them to remain engaged in the game. Although the system did not exist, similar games and an early prototype had been constructed. A trajectory generation game was chosen as the environment because it provides a complex and dynamic environment, while allowing the player only one input response (drawing trajectories). The particular game design also included special characteristics including a point system that provided a unitary award (e.g., no leveling-up concept was used) and task load could be manipulated by the practitioner by changing the number of NFZs or the rate of new ship arrivals.

In summary, the overall system goal was clear: design a system to gain as many points as possible. The AA goal was relatively clear: allow the user to gain more points during periods of high task load than they could otherwise achieve, while permitting the users to remain engaged in the game. Notice this last goal has two potentially competing sub-goals. It might be possible to remove the user and obtain higher point scores but as user engagement is a key part of the requirement, such a solution is not acceptable. It is the competition of these goals which bounds the problem in a way that requires the automation to adjust its behavior in response to the task load and the user’s response to this task load, making AA desirable. Further note that a more measurable goal could have been established, such as insuring that 90% of all spacecraft arrived at a planet for spacecraft spawn rates less than 1 spacecraft per second.

Phase 2: Align the design and system.

Since the system was not already built, phase two began with designing the system. The system design was performed using the FTTDPM. The resulting TRD—shown in Figure 27 was used to perform the implementation, and tweaks to the system were
captured in the TRD during implementation.

Figure 27. The Space Navigator TRD as captured during phase two of the AASDLC with rectangles representing machine functions, ovals representing human functions, and the C/P blocks indicating inherent tasks which occur as information is transmitted between the machine and human; adapted from [1].

One important insight gained about the system came from designing the feedback system within Space Navigator. In the game as originally designed, the human portion of the task is strictly selecting a ship and drawing its trajectory. However, several aspects of the game are performed by the machine: ship movement, bonus spawns, ship scoring, etc. To help the human understand the system and raise the humans’ situation awareness, several implementation changes prompted an understanding of functions that needed to be added to the FRD and assigned as machine tasks in the TRD. For example, drawing waypoints for the ships’ trajectories was the user’s responsibility, but displaying where these points were for other ships was the responsibility of the system. By understanding what “should be communicated to
the user,” the practitioner can better understand what tasks the machine is actually performing. By the end of this phase, Space Navigator was implemented directly from the design, there were no known problems with the alignment of the system and the implementation.

Note that in reality a significant error was originally made within Figure 27 which occurred due to the definition of the machine. In this environment, as in many AA environments, the machine potentially has many different functions. In the present example, it both generates the environment and supports the automated agent which interacts with the human and environment generator to conduct tasks that the human would have conducted. In the initial implementation, the environment generator was aware of the information shown as rectangles in Figure 27 and so these tasks were shown as machine tasks. However, from the human point of view, the intended view of these diagrams, these tasks were performed by the human as they had to perceive the representation of the ships, planets and other elements from the screen and decide upon the proper relationships. Therefore, this diagram should depict these tasks as human tasks, unless they were being delegated to the automation agent. Once this occurs, the diagram changes as shown in Figure 28. A failure to recognize this distinction at this point will be shown to affect subsequent design phases.

Phase 3: Verify design and implementation alignment through user testing.

In order to see how users interacted with the Space Navigator environment and to ensure design and implementation alignment, an initial user test captured a variety of data. Data was collected from 32 participants playing 16 five-minute instances of Space Navigator each. Although data was collected from each of the four feedback quadrants discussed in Section 4.3. Pros and cons of the actual feedback devices
implemented for the *Space Navigator* user test are discussed here.

Quantitative directed: The quantitative directed feedback sought in the experiment dealt with perceived workload. The NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [188] and Instantaneous Self Assessment of workload (ISA) [189] batteries were presented to users after each instance. Table 4 shows the mean workload ratings reported across all users during user testing. The variations correspond to different settings in the *Space Navigator* environment with relation to spaceship spawn rates and number of NFZs. Surprisingly, the ISA indicated no change in workload as the ship spawn rate or NFZs increased but did indicate an increase in workload for the fast spawn rate/increased number of NFZ condition. Mental and temporal demand as well as frustration, as expected, generally increased with increasing spawn rate and the number of NFZs. Unfortunately, this assessment did not provide insight into the tasks which induced the most workload, which might have been more useful in designing the system. Therefore, future efforts might include using the TRD decomposition to have users rate the difficulty or importance of each sub-task.

Table 4. Mean and standard error for ISA (1-5 scale) and NASA TLX (0-100 scale) ratings as a function of new spaceship spawn rates (fast [1 ship/2 seconds] or slow [1 ship/5 seconds]) and number of no-fly zones present (2 or 4) during user testing in *Space Navigator*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slow/</th>
<th>Fast/</th>
<th>Slow/</th>
<th>Fast/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 NFZs</td>
<td>2 NFZs</td>
<td>4 NFZs</td>
<td>4 NFZs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Workload</td>
<td>3.15 ± 0.10</td>
<td>3.16 ± 0.08</td>
<td>3.15 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Demand</td>
<td>50.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>51.9 ± 2.0</td>
<td>52.0 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Demand</td>
<td>39.7 ± 2.3</td>
<td>38.2 ± 2.1</td>
<td>39.1 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Demand</td>
<td>49.7 ± 2.2</td>
<td>51.2 ± 2.2</td>
<td>50.6 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frustration</td>
<td>40.1 ± 2.1</td>
<td>39.6 ± 1.9</td>
<td>41.3 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>48.2 ± 2.1</td>
<td>49.1 ± 2.0</td>
<td>48.4 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>63.1 ± 1.9</td>
<td>61.6 ± 2.0</td>
<td>60.6 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualitative directed: Several post-test survey questions proved too vague to help ensure design and implementation alignment. However, questions involving different
types of AA that would help the user in performing the task were useful. Users provided several ideas that the system creators had not considered.

![Initial TRD Representation of “Ship Selection” Task]

![Iterated TRD Representation of “Ship Selection” Task]

Figure 28. The ‘select ship’ sub-task of the Space Navigator TRD, comparing representation before and after the AASDLC user testing processes.

Quantitative undirected: The quantitative undirected measures proved to be the
most effective measures of the user test. For each user, every point scoring event was captured (e.g. collisions, bonus pickups, etc.) and several elements of the current state were captured every time the user interacted with the system (i.e. at trajectory draws). Although having effective feedback here was useful in designing the AA device itself, it did not prove useful in helping to determine what inherent information the user was utilizing to make decisions before acting.

Qualitative undirected: The qualitative undirected measures consisted of asking the users their general thoughts about the game environment. Although this information was not as useful in specifically aligning the design and implementation it did prove useful in understanding how users described and related to the elements of the game. For example, when users would describe the bonuses within the game as ‘bubbles’ or ‘moon rocks’ it helped us to describe the system better to future users.

Phase 4: Add adaptive automation to design and implementation.

After phase three, we believed the implementation and design were aligned well and moved forward to adding AA to the system. However, the noted problems with design and implementation alignment coupled with poor AA trigger design ensured problems with the actual implementation. These problems manifested themselves in the user testing in phase five. The design decisions made at this phase are explained in the following paragraphs.

Automated Element.

Designing the automated element began with a run through the FTTDPM. As outlined in previous work [138], the trajectory draw function was chosen as the AA location. As previously explained, the overall AA goal was to have the automation perform a sub-task similarly to the human interacting with the system. The overall
AA goal then become more specific, drawing trajectories similarly to those of a specific person to improve the user’s score while permitting them to remain engaged with the game.

The specific location for the AA is illustrated in Figure 27, including everything from the ‘Select best ship to move’ node all the way through the ‘Draw a line from ship to destination’ node. Although a few branches were expected to be crossed for the inputs to the ship selection process, these were dismissed as negligible as there were only five branches. However, the later TRD in Figure 28 shows that the actual number of inputs was at least nine. Choosing to automate below the ‘Select best ship to move’ node would have only required the crossing of one branch as opposed to the original five.

**Adaptive Automation Trigger.**

Once the automated element was decided, the trigger to adjust the automated element was designed. First, we needed to decide the mode of the trigger: would we be cycling between some set of automation settings (discrete), tuning some setting of the automated element (continuous) or some combination of the two. A simple trigger mode was chosen. Essentially there would be a discrete binary trigger: either the automated element would be on or off. Next, the trigger type would be decided. Part of the goal in aiding the system was to determine when an automated aid would be helpful to users. This was determined to be when the user was overwhelmed by the system.

At this point, two poor design choices were made: multiple trigger modes were inadvertently added and the trigger type did not align with a minor AA goal. The trigger was designed as a system-based trigger based on the time a specific element had been on the screen without being acted upon. This first failed the goal of creating
a trigger that was a simple binary trigger. Two criteria needed to be met in succession for the trigger to fire: (1) has the spaceship been on the screen for $x$ seconds and (2) does the spaceship already have a trajectory. The trigger was represented poorly, as a single binary decision after its implementation. Our decision failed to account for the fundamental difference between drawing the initial trajectory for a ship and re-drawing a non-ideal trajectory.

Additionally, a minor goal of the AA had been to determine when the user was overwhelmed by the system. We assumed that this could be teased out of the system by determining if ships had been on the screen for a period of time without being acted upon (i.e. the person had not yet had a chance to act upon the spaceship due to time constraints). However, we discounted the fact that users may not act upon a ship for reasons other than being overwhelmed. A better trigger design would have either accounted for a system-only trigger type (e.g. the number of ships on the screen) or a user-based trigger (e.g. increased heart rate).

**Adaptive Automation Interface.**

Coupled with the poor AA trigger design decisions the misrepresentative design from Figure 28 led to a poor AA handoff. Based on the placement of the trigger, a well-designed handoff would ensure that the AA trigger would fire at a location that would result in relatively little information needing to pass, in this case, from the human to the machine. However, based on the accepted TRD model at the time and the time-based trigger, control of another sub-task was usurped: spaceship selection. Since the spaceship for which automated trajectories would be drawn was designed as a function of time, human influences into the selection decision (e.g. other ships, distance to destination, available bonuses) were ignored. The resulting similar trajectory drawing system would be up against a glass ceiling: no matter how
similarly the trajectories represented the human’s response to the given state, they were doomed to be a poor representation of human trajectory draws because the user would never have SELECTED that ship in the first place.

A second, understated problem arose at the back end of the AA. When the machine gave control of the system back to the human a quirk in the AA interface design proved problematic. The automation was allowed to draw trajectories instantaneously, and new trajectories were added to the screen all at once. This allowed the system to draw trajectories at a much faster rate than the human could and also made it difficult for the human to decipher which trajectories were automated. Therefore, the individuals were often unaware that the automation had drawn a trajectory. This unexpected action decreased human trust in the system and increased the cognitive workload of the human during handoffs.

**Phase 5: Verify design and implementation alignment through user testing.**

To verify the alignment of the design and implementation after AA, another user test captured a variety of data. The data was collected from 35 participants playing 17 five-minute instances of *Space Navigator* each. The tests included: five initial games with no AA followed by three sets of four games cycling through four AA settings. The first setting was no automation, the second consisted of the designed similar automation. The third and fourth settings were designed as comparison measures. One automation was programmed to always draw a straight line from the ship to the destination planet and the second automation was programmed to choose a random trajectory from the past user game-play database. The final two settings were used as an experimental comparison. This design choice for the user test proved extremely beneficial in diagnosing the problems from phase four. By providing a comparison
system, the user test allowed us to identify the design issues that were due to poor AA design choices rather than problems arising from the automation’s ability to perform the task.

The data collected (across all the feedback quadrants) from the 35 users allowed us to identify problems with the design. The most obvious sign of a lack of implemented AA alignment with the overall AA goal was that the designed AA system encouraged users to play the game drastically differently than they had without automation. The system as implemented allowed users to rely on the automation to draw all trajectories and engage in a trajectory correction task. Figure 29 shows the drastic change in trajectory draws that occurred as a result. Additionally, this game-play change was consistent across all AA settings, ensuring that it was not due to the trajectory generating automation mechanism, but the trigger.

The second sign of alignment problems was the directed and undirected qualitative user feedback. Users consistently identified the largest factors impacting the success of their interaction with the AA systems as the predictability of the automation and the perceived ability of the automation. Predictability and ability of the automation are well documented factors in human-machine interaction, but the fact that these factors played as heavily as they did into AA interaction suggested that the AA system did not meet the overall AA goal. Only one user of the 35 was able to discern that the system was playing in a similar manner, with several users specifically indicating that the unpredictability of the system did not allow them to understand how it was creating trajectories.

Revisiting Phases 3-5.

Based upon these results, the previous phases are revisited. An informal interview of three participants identified that the TRD did not accurately reflect the system as
designed. User feedback and game-play data were then used to redesign the TRD, identifying problems with the designed system. Two changes were made to the system with two goals: (1) ensuring the automated element within the system was better isolated from the rest of the sub-tasks within the system and (2) ensuring the machine communicated its actions more clearly to the human.

The first change was to move the location of the initial AA trigger from above the ‘select best ship to move’ node, as shown in Figure 28, to below this node. This allowed the interface to only require one type of input to represent all of the user’s initial inputs to the selection decision, rather than the initial 10 inputs that the system must represent in making its decisions of which ships to automate.

Figure 29. The number and type of trajectory draws as a function of automation type in *Space Navigator*. 
The second change was a two-fold choice made to improve the human-computer interaction by updating the way that the machine’s trajectory draws were communicated to the user. First, human and machine trajectories were shown with different colors, as opposed to only one color for all trajectories. Second, the ships trajectories were drawn to the screen one dot at a time rather than all at once, to anthropomorphize the machine’s action choices in an understandable manner.

These changes were updated in the TRD and implemented into the system. An experiment comparing the previous AA with the revised AA showed that the identified changes achieved the two goals. The users surveyed stated a distinctly better automation interaction experience, citing both the improved understanding of the system due to the removal of unexpected machine actions (change 1) and the clarity gained from understanding what actions the machine was taking and had taken (change 2). Additionally, in a head-to-head comparison of the two automation settings (before and after changes), users unanimously chose the improved automation as more similar to the way they would have drawn trajectories than the previous automation system.

**Phase 6: Release implemented System.**

The release of the implemented system is still ongoing. As the process continues, further insights are developed and the phases of the process reiterate accordingly, leading to a stronger system implementation and better understanding of how the design represents the reality of this implementation. Iterating through the changes throughout the process has shown the usefulness of a cyclical process and the clear need for design and implementation refinement throughout the process.
4.5 Conclusions

The Adaptive Automation System Development Life-Cycle, a beginning-to-end system development life-cycle for designing and implementing an adaptive automation system. The AASDLC allows for significant flexibility in its actual execution, as most systems will not follow a linear path from conception to system actualization. The UCD focuses of the life-cycle enable the practitioner to ensure that the system can account for these deviations by allowing user feedback to ensure design and implementation align throughout the process. Additionally, separating the process into pre- and post- AA sections allows the practitioner to apprise the gains provided by AA within the system.

Iterating through the AASDLC’s phases of alignment and verification through user testing produces an implemented system that works as designed and a system design that reflects the reality of that system. These products give designers a better understanding of the operational system, enabling them to effectively communicate the systems capabilities to stakeholders and train users on the implemented system. Iterating through the process creates a better understanding of how adding AA to the system can enable a better human-machine system to meet the overall system’s goals.
V. Conclusions

This dissertation presented a path for system designers to take practical adaptive automation (AA) goals and move them into a real-world AA system. Specifically, we have addressed the question “How do we design and implement a real-world adaptive automation system around a specific adaptive automation goal?”

The answers to this question provide three contributions to the research community. The Function to Task Design Process Model (FTTDPM) for AA system design, Chapter II and [1], aids system designers in defining AA goals and locating areas in a system that would benefit from AA. A real-world AA system developed as the automation portion of the system, Chapter III and [87,138], gives researchers an individual player modeling method that updates in real-time. The AA development work all ties together under the Adaptive Automation System Design Life Cycle (AASDLC), Chapter IV and [81], establishing a process for taking the AA designs derived from application of the FTTDPM and transferring them into real-world systems.

The FTTDPM encompasses seven steps that form an iterative AA system design process. Moving from determining over-arching system goals to defining AA states within a codified system design, FTTDPM is a non-linear process that emphasizes the importance of task instantiation within a system design. Several, often unforeseen, inherent tasks result from assigning the operation of a specific function to a specific human or machine entity. The FTTDPM accounts for these inherent tasks through a set of three diagrams that additively represent a robust AA system: the Function Relationship Diagrams (FRD), Task Relationship Diagrams (TRD), and TRD with automation added (Auto-TRD). Using these diagrams in conjunction with a set of five new analysis metrics tied to the TRD framework (number of possible states, number of different entity task handoffs, clusters of functionality, number of branches...
and increase in inherent task load), system designers can design AA solutions that fit well within a specific system.

Implementing an AA system in the *Space Navigator* automation environment, which was created to learn how to move from an AA system design to a real-world system, required the creation of a novel real-time individual player modeling system to generate trajectories within the environment. To meet the designed AA goal of performing a sub-task of the *Space Navigator* environment similarly to how the human in the loop would have done it required creating a trajectory generator that would imitate the trajectories a specific person would generate in response to a given state. The solution to this problem was a player modeling technique involving three major phases that can occur independently of each other or may overlap in a real-time system: (1) create a generic player model, (2) update the individual player model, and (3) generate a response using the player model. The process provided three key contributions to the player modeling and game artificial intelligence communities: the player model updates in real-time, it learns player tendency quickly, and it provides practitioners valuable insights into how the player interacts with the environment.

The AA system design and *Space Navigator* automation from previous steps then formed the backbone of a real-world AA system implementation that influenced the development of the AASDLC, a six-phase start-to-finish development life-cycle. The AASDLC addresses implementation concerns specific to AA systems by dividing the system implementation into pre- and post-AA portions. By assuring that the design and system align at every phase, more effective use of the FTTDPM principles can help to produce real-world systems that align with user expectations. In conjunction with the major contribution of the life-cycle itself, the AASDLC contributes three in three ways to the adaptive automation and system design communities: (1) incorporating the AA-centered design principles of the FTTDPM, (2) creating a new user
feedback spectrum, and (3) developing a novel model for AA triggers.

5.1 Discussion

Each of the major contributions provided insights that warrant further discussion. The FTTDPM research raises considerations on function decomposition and distinguishing between the environment and the automation acting within it. The player modeling research raises questions about the differences between modeling novice and experts within a system. The AASDLC user testing uncovered the potential importance of automation predictability and complementarity as major design considerations. Additionally, choices made when designing the Space Navigator environment affected experimental outcomes.

The Function-to-Task Design Process Model.

One of the problems that can arise with the FTTDPM comes from function decomposition not being universal. Although the functions performed by a human-machine system can be decomposed systematically in several ways, there is no way to ensure with absolute certainty that the functionalities represented within the resulting FRD are representative of the actual system. As such, design decisions can be made on faulty representations of the system. For this reason, understanding the goals of both the automation and the operator within the system is important. Additionally, different people may organize functionality relationships in different ways. The isolation of functionality is important to the FTTDPM and as such, can cause problems with systems that are representable along multiple hierarchical lines. These function decomposition problems can cause a problem in determining when to end the function decomposition step of the process model.

Another discussion point raised during the AASDLC is the disentanglement of the
automated element of the AA system and the environment in which the automated
element operates. In many human-machine system environments, the environment
will operate within the same platform as the machine element of the system. For ex-
ample, in *Space Navigator* the environment that generates spaceships, collects points,
and displays events operates in the same computer program as several elements of
the automated element. Within the context of a radar monitoring environment, an
automated aid could be a computer program that helps the user detect anomalies
that would be hard to disentangle from the radar monitoring environment. This can
become complicated specifically at the point of human-machine handoffs. Thus, it is
important to clearly define where the environment begins and the automation system
ends.

**Clustering-Based Real-Time Player Modeling.**

The player modeling tactic chosen was made to learn a specific users playing
habits very quickly, but this mode of learning has positive and negative effects. It
was beneficial to learn a player’s habits in the first five games to quickly move from a
generic player model to a specific player model that outperformed that generic model.
The problem, however, came from users also learning how to perform better in the
system over time. By training on only five games, the player models were learning
player tendencies that may not be carried forward as the user becomes an expert in
the environment. The player model had to not only pull out player-specific game-play
patterns, but also avoid modeling those behavior patterns that would not carry over
into future game-play.

In this sense, understanding the difference between novices, normal skilled, and
expert practitioners of a system would help in creating effective player models. A few
of the hallmarks of expert skill include consistency [190–192], automatization [80,190,
193–196], anomaly sensitivity [80, 192, 194], global decision-making [195, 196], and a large time investment [191, 192, 194, 195]. In a generic sense, an expert in a given field is someone who performs consistently well, can do so intuitively, can notice slight changes in the environment, can take the larger environment into account during the decision process, and has devoted significant time and effort into the acquisition of specific skill. By taking these items into account, a better understanding of what character traits should be modeled at what point in time–and how these change over time could prove useful in player modeling at an early stage.

An Adaptive Automation System Development Life-Cycle.

A lack of alignment between the design and system proved problematic in the third set of user tests, specifically introducing unpredictability which proved more troublesome than expected. By not ensuring that the system design represented the system as implemented before doing our third user data collection experiment, we ensured that the experiment would not reap the expected results. When the first version of the AA trajectory drawing system used the time-based trigger, users were confused and bristled at the system’s unpredictability. Initial results in the experiment, therefore, pointed to a possible problem. At this point it would have been beneficial to stop the user testing, analyze the data we had on hand, and redesign the AA triggers for the system. Even though the designed system was more similar to the users’ way of drawing trajectories than the other automations used, users could not get past the fact that the automation was not understandable. Although this finding follows with those of past research efforts [197], the extent to which unpredictability dominated user attention and understanding of the automation was beyond expectation.

A few users also mentioned a vague concept of play style complementarity in au-
The users said that they liked the style of automation that most complemented their personal playing style. One user who cited a desire for complementary automation, noted that the straight-line automation in the third user-test complemented his style of getting the ships moving toward their destination quickly. While another user said that having a similar playing system could potentially complement his actions if he knew that the automation would be similar to what he would do.

Although there is no definitive proof, it seems that the ideas of complementary system design in [198] could provide insight into designing effective automated elements.

**Research Domain Considerations.**

The *Space Navigator* domain was created as a domain complex enough to hinder automation’s ability to perform “optimally” in the environment, while being intuitive to users. The domain was made complex through a set of dynamically changing state elements and a diverse set of event-triggering scoring mechanisms. By limiting users’ responses to these changing states to one action, the domain became intuitive. However, the intuitive nature of the environment may have enabled some unforeseen consequences.

The state-space is dynamic. No-fly zones move randomly around the screen at set intervals, so users cannot predict where a NFZ will show up next. Bonuses appear randomly, and remain in place until they are picked up. Most importantly, new spaceships are spawned in random locations. These dynamic aspects of the environment make it difficult for the automation to create a “best possible” route at any given point in time. Based on the known information, the best possible route for a given ship may change drastically when NFZs move or a new ship appears.

There are multiple types of scoring mechanisms. Although all scoring events provide either a positive or negative score increment, each scoring event type impacts
the environment differently. As currently designed, when a spaceship lands at its intended target, it scores a one-time 100 point increment, and the ship disappears from the state-space—it “lands.” Bonuses give a 50 point bonus, but do not affect the makeup of the environment in any way—the ship just continues on its course. Collisions remove 100 points per ship involved in a crash, and remove at least two ships from the environment—which can have a positive “decluttering” effect. No-fly zones affect the environment similarly to bonuses—ships just continue their paths—but the scoring mechanism is a repeated 10 point penalty until the ship leaves the NFZ.

Because of its simple interaction mechanism—the lone user input method is to draw trajectories—Space Navigator is intuitive to users. Users may only take one type of action, but process a diverse set of inputs to make their input decisions. Because the input is so simple and intuitive, users have a hard time explaining why they made specific decisions. User surveys provided insight into low-level tactics (e.g. sending ships off the screen, creating ingress lanes, etc.), but expert users had great difficulty in differentiating strategies that set their game-play in higher scoring instances in comparison to lower scoring instances.

The task representations shown in the TRD helped to show that users, although they were only performing “one action,” were actually making a set of complex decisions all manifested in a trajectory draw. Additionally, the simplistic nature of the user response proved difficult to represent fully in the TRD. Since users do not necessarily think sequentially when making decisions in the trajectory draw process, the TRD representation does have limits to its representation abilities. This becomes especially important when choosing how to represent an environment state representation scheme.
5.2 Future Work

This research leaves many doors open for future efforts and collaborations. These possible directions include but are not limited to:

- **Further using player modeling to compare game-play tendencies of players before and after automation changes are added** - This could include using the existing player modeling techniques or even modifying the techniques, such as self-organizing maps instead of agglomerative clustering, to model player tendencies across a broad spectrum of aspects of the user response (e.g. trajectory draw time, draw start times, etc.) in addition to the trajectories themselves. These player models could then be used to compare game-play tendencies before and after automations are added to a system. Comparing the models could provide insight into the different ways that disparate types of automation affect users within the environment.

- **Comparison of different automation types for training users** - A new user test could be designed where each user is only exposed to one type of automation over an extended period of time to determine which automations are helpful in training users to perform well in a given environment (e.g. *Space Navigator*). A pre- and post experiment baseline would be taken to determine the user’s game-play capabilities before and after training. Then the user would train on a specific automation type or none at all for a set number of repetitions. Observations of user performance increases for the different automations could prove useful to AA system design researchers.

- **Improving the specific player game-play similarity automated element** - An obvious next step for the trajectory generation portion of the research would be to improve the ability of the trajectory generator to produce similar trajectories.
Improvements could be sought in state representation, ability to learn a player model quickly, or even creating a better generic baseline to build from. Better result measuring of action similarity could also improve the ability of the system to measure how well the system imitates even more aspects of the user’s tendencies.

- **Re-running the user-test with improved automation to tease out effects of similar game-play** - Additionally, once the final improvements of the *Space Navigator* environment are implemented, another user test could be run trying to tease out the similarity aspect of the automation. Controlling for problems that were present in the initial design will help to remove some of the distractions users experienced. It could also be useful to ensure that the comparative systems were all equally adept in the environment on their own and also similarly predictable in nature. A good comparison may come from having the system imitate the user in question, and then imitate another very different user.

- **Analysis of subjective workload measures in comparison to real-world measures of competence in the environment** - We have collected subjective data from users over two experiments with the ISA and NASA TLX workload batteries. We could look into the data to determine what the data says about views of workload, and whether they line up with objective measures of performance such as score.

- **Control theory for AA trigger design** - Further theoretical work could be done on the design of adaptive automation triggers. There is evidence within the AASDLC that seems to point toward a lack of understanding of what adaptability truly entails within the AA community. It is likely that all AA system triggers could be represented by a set of discrete and continuous switches. Ap-
plying control theory research to AA trigger design could open up synergies within the two research fields.
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Automations allow us to reduce the need for humans in certain environments, such as auto-pilot features on unmanned aerial vehicles. However, some situations still require human intervention. Adaptive automation is a research field that enables computer systems to adjust the amount of automation by taking over tasks from or giving tasks back to the user. This research develops processes and insights for adaptive automation designers to take theoretical adaptive automation ideas and develop them into real-world adaptive automation systems. These allow developers to design better automation systems that recognize the limits of computer systems, enabling better designs for systems in fields such as multi-aircraft control. This research was sponsored by AFOSR.